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ABSTRACT Information-centric networking (ICN) and its fruition, the named data networking (NDN) is
a paradigm shift from host-centric address-based communication architecture to the content-centric name-
based one. ICN intends to resolve various major issues faced by today’s internet architecture such as privacy,
security, consistent routing, and mobility, to name a few. With the massive increase of mobile data traffic in
today’s era, mobility is one of the major concerns in networking. On the one hand, ICN realization i.e., the
NDN follows a pull-based communication model and natively supports the consumer (end-user) mobility
in wired networks by maintaining the forwarding states on intermediate nodes. Nevertheless, the mobile
consumer nodes confront issues in wireless networking environments such as excessive energy consumption
as a result of request flooding, content retrieval delays due to intermittent connectivity, and bandwidth
consumption due to the broadcasting nature of the wireless medium, among others. The producer (content-
generator) mobility, on the other hand, was not initially supported in the original architectural design of
NDN for both wired and wireless networks. Therefore, to efficiently address the degradation issues incurred
by mobile consumer/producer nodes, a plethora of mobility management schemes have been proposed over
the recent few years. In this paper, we provided a detailed survey on the existing research efforts—in the
context of producer, consumer, and hybrid mobility, that have been proposed in the literature. Moreover,
we outlined various research directions considering the role of mobility in futuristic technologies such as
artificial intelligence-enabled smart networks, software-defined networking, edge computing, vehicular-fog
computing, autonomous driving, semantic communication, and resource-constrained Internet of Things.

INDEX TERMS Named data networking, mobility management, producer mobility, wireless networking,
artificial intelligence, edge computing, vehicular fog computing, autonomous driving.

I. INTRODUCTION
The 21st century is experiencing immense growth in the
production of data1 as the result of the adaptation of the
Internet of Things (IoT) vision in almost every walk of

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Barbara Masini .
1We use Data with a uppercase ‘‘D’’ to refer to ICN/NDN Data packet

whereas data with lowercase ‘‘d’’ refer to general data.

life [1], [2], [3], [4]. The produced data is shared by enabling
communication between two parties: 1) the producer node,
which could be a resource-rich server device on the Inter-
net or resource-constrained sensor node in wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), among others, and 2) the consumer node,
which could be an end-user using a mobile application on a
smartphone, browsing a website on a laptop, or a base station
in the WSNs environment. Due to the heavy data produc-
tion in real-time scenarios, the current internet architecture
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and other existing wireless networking environments such
as mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs), and WSNs, are facing significant chal-
lenges specifically when the communicating nodes follow the
mobile patterns [5], and therefore, require efficient mobil-
ity management schemes. In the current location-dependent
Internet Protocol (IP) based internet architecture, the man-
agement of both consumer and producer mobility is a cum-
bersome task. The reason is that in the IP based networks,
a one-to-one connection is required to transmit the data,
however, when amobile producer (MP)moves from one point
of attachment (PoA) to another in the network, it needs to
change its physical IP address and establish a new connection
with the consumer nodes for the data transmission. In doing
so, the consumermay experience a delay in receiving theData
which ultimately decreases the performance of the network.
To efficiently deal with mobility management in IP-based
network architecture, various research efforts have been
achieved in the past two decades [6], [7], [8], [9], however,
the proposed solutions are either too complex or difficult to
adopt in real-life scenarios. Overlay solutions such as Mobile
IP [10] and Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [11], among
others, may have the potential to resolve the mobility issues,
however, these solutions are not scalable enough owing to the
explosive increase in the number of smart devices.

A. INFORMATION CENTRIC NETWORKING: A POTENTIAL
ALTERNATIVE
ICN [12], [13], [14], on the other hand, has emerged as
a potential alternative to IP-based networking, focusing on
the content rather than its physical location [15], [16]. The
realizations of ICN, such as NDN [17] or content-centric
networking (CCN) [18], data-oriented network architecture
(DONA) [19], publish-subscribe internet routing protocol
(PSIRP) [20], network of information (NETINF) [21],
content mediator architecture for content-aware networks
(COMET) [22], content network (CONET) [23], and Mobil-
ityFirst [24], utilize application layer content names assigned
by producer node, for routing and forwarding purposes, and
as a result, decoupling the content from its physical location.
The name-oriented philosophy of ICN has already paved
the way for the development and the emergence of other
in-networking technologies or features such as on-path/off-
path caching, requests aggregation, innate multicasting, and
content-based security. Among these features, the in-network
caching and requests aggregation significantly empower the
network to deal with issues that may occur due to the presence
of mobile nodes [25].

Although several realizations of ICN have been proposed
by different organizations and researchers, the NDN [26],
an improved version of CCN [18], has gained a lot of attention
from both academia and industry. NDN provides a revolu-
tionary paradigm that revolves around the content and treats
it as a first-class object. In NDN, content can be accessed
by employing the hierarchical and semantically meaningful

FIGURE 1. IP-based communication model.

name, rather than the IP address indicating the physical loca-
tion of a producer node in the network. Comparing NDN
to the conventional IP-based architecture, the NDN provides
several beneficial features such as in-network caching, scala-
bility, content level security, innate-multicasting support, and
consumer mobility. The pull-based communication architec-
ture of NDN, to some extent, by default supports consumer
mobility in the network. When disconnecting from one PoA,
in NDN, the consumer node can simply retransmit the request
with the same name to retrieve the Data packet from the net-
work. The retransmitted request may fetch the Data from the
in-network caches—if the previous request already reached
the old PoA and the Data has been cached somewhere on
the intermediate nodes—or through request aggregation—
if the previous request has yet to bring back the Data—which
helps in reducing the delays in the network. In so doing, the
NDN tries to provide mobility transparency in the network.
Meaning that the NDN to a certain degree allows the move-
ment of consumer nodes within the network without affecting
the application performance and consequently improves the
end-user quality of service (QoS) requirements. To further
demonstrate the aforementioned scenario and to provide a
clear comparison between IP- and NDN-based communica-
tion architecture, let us consider a simple file downloading
example with the help of the given Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Figure 1 illustrates an IP-based communication scenario in

which a mobile consumer on the top-left side is downloading
a PDF file and is connected with a router R1 whose public
IP address is 217.68.72.1. As shown in the figure, the PDF
file is being downloaded from a server whose IP address
is 172.15.39.2. As soon the downloading request arrives at
the server for the first time, a unique socket—combining
the consumer IP and server IP addresses—is formed and
a connection is established between the mobile consumer
and server. Once the connection is established, the mobile
consumer starts downloading the file in the form of chunks.
While downloading the file, themobile consumer disconnects
from R1 and relocates to the new location and connects with
the router R2 whose IP address is 218.67.86.2. At this point in
time, 50% of the file chunks are downloaded whereas 50% of
chunks are remaining. However, since themobile consumer is
now connected to the new router which in turn creates a new
socket, therefore, the file downloading starts from scratch.
Following such protocol, the mobile consumer experiences
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delay, and the network bandwidth consumption increases,
which is one of the major drawbacks of the IP-based internet
architecture.

In contrast to the traditional IP-based mobile network-
ing scenario presented in Figure 1, Figure 2 illustrates the
mobile consumer scenario that follows NDN as an underly-
ing communication model (a comprehensive discussion on
NDN communication procedure is presented in Section III).
To ease the reader’s understanding, we showed the same
file downloading use case to elaborate on the effectiveness
of NDN in terms of consumer mobility. As shown in the
figure, the mobile consumer interested in downloading a file
forwards an Interest packet in the network. The network
i.e., the intermediate nodes on receiving the Interest2 packet,
locate the named content by following FIB entries (a detail
about FIB is presented in Section III), and consequently, the
Interest packet reaches at the producer node. The producer
node on receiving the Interest packet prepares and forwards
the Data packet back to the consumer node by following the
breadcrumb path maintained in PIT (a detail about PIT and
aggregation is presented in Section III) at each intermediate
router (IR). By doing so the mobile consumer node starts
downloading the PDF file. While downloading the file, sim-
ilar to the previous IP-based scenario, the mobile consumer
disconnects from R1 and relocates to the new location and
connects with the router R2. Likewise, at this point in time,
50% of the file chunks are downloaded whereas 50% of
chunks are remaining. However, since themobile consumer is
now following the NDN-based communication model, it can
simply request the remaining chunks (by Name) from the
network, which can either be retrieved from the intermediate
nodes—if the same request was already issued previously
from the old location and the corresponding Data packet is
cached somewhere at intermediate nodes—or directly from
producer node. In either case, the mobile consumer does
not need to download the file from scratch but rather only
download the remaining chunks, which in turn decreases the
downloading delay compared to the IP-based communication
architecture.

B. WHY MOBILITY MANAGEMENT IS IMPORTANT?
Mobility management in NDN is a major concern for both
the consumer and the producer of the Data. Even though
consumer mobility is natively supported in the NDN archi-
tecture as explained earlier, still it faces various challenges,
especially in wireless networking scenarios such as excessive
energy consumption as a result of request flooding, content
retrieval delays due to intermittent connectivity, and band-
width consumption due to the broadcasting nature of thewire-
less medium, among others, and required efficient solutions
specifically targeting the wireless nature of a communication
medium. In addition to the aforementioned issues caused by
consumer mobility, the content retrieval delay may increase

2We use Interest with an uppercase ‘‘I’’ to refer to ICN/NDN Interest
packet whereas interest with a lowercase ‘‘i’’ refer to a general word.

FIGURE 2. ICN (NDN) based communication model.

even if the consumer retransmits the request. For instance,
what if the retransmitted request does not cross the path
with the old request path, causing the network to forward
the request to the original content provider, consequently,
increasing the content retrieval delay.

In addition to consumer mobility, the efficient handling
of producer mobility in NDN is an even more challenging
task. The reason is that when a producer node moves from
one PoA to another, the routing path pointing towards it must
have to be updated with the new information. As a result, the
request packets that are in transit should follow the updated
path pointing toward the new PoA. One of the major issues
in producer mobility is that the consumer or the intermediate
nodes cannot be aware of the new location of the producer
node unless the producer announces it in the network in a
broadcasting manner or via some other advertisement-based
approaches. The broadcasting of announcement packets may
have an adverse effect on the performance of the network as
congestion may increase.

C. PAPER MOTIVATION AND OUTLINE
To resolve mobility management issues in NDN as presented
in the previous section, various research works have been pro-
posed in the context of consumer mobility, producer mobility
as well as both consumer and producer (hybrid) mobility.
In this paper, we shed light on these research efforts by
classifying them into various categories. Producer mobility
classification includes 1) tracing-based, 2) caching-based,
3) mapping-based, 4) broadcast control based, 5) location-
based, and 6) adaptive forwarding-based mobility manage-
ment schemes. Consumer mobility is classified into 1) hop
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count-based 2) caching-based 3) control messages-based and
4) location-based mobility management schemes. Finally,
hybrid mobility is classified into 1) FIB based 2) PIT based,
and 3) storage-point-based mobility management schemes.
A comprehensive explanation of the underlying working
mechanism of these categories along with a detailed sur-
vey of existing schemes in each category are presented in
Section IV. We provided a critical analysis of these schemes
and highlighted both the contributions as well the limita-
tions. In addition to surveying the NDN-based mobility man-
agement schemes, we also discussed mobility support in
other ICN projects such as DONA, NETINF, COMET, etc.
Moreover, we added a dedicated section that further consists
of various sub-sections highlighting the unresolved research
challenges and future directions, considering the importance
of mobility management schemes in futuristic technologies.
In summary, the contributions of our survey paper are as
follows:

• At first, this paper outlines the native mobility support
provided by the various ICN realizations and describes
how each realization tries to consumer and/or producer
mobility in the network.

• Second, this paper provides a brief overview of NDN
and its underlying communication mechanism.

• Third, this paper provides a detailed survey on existing
research efforts in the domain of mobile NDN by classi-
fying them into various categories. A critical discussion
highlighting the contributions and limitations of each
surveyed scheme is presented in this paper.

• Finally, several research challenges and future directions
considering the role of mobility in futuristic technolo-
gies are presented in this paper.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is a detailed and
comprehensive survey that covers consumer, producer as well
as hybrid mobility management schemes, and also provides
insights on the role of mobility in the domain of futuristic
networking paradigms following the NDN principles. In the
following subsection, we presented a detailed comparison
of our survey paper with the state-of-the-art survey papers
related to ICN mobility published in the recent past.

D. REVIEW OF RELATED SURVEYS
As efficient mobility management plays a pivotal role in
futuristic mobile networks, a plethora of research works—
aiming to effectively deliver content to mobile users, have
been proposed under the umbrella of ICN. Researchers
from both academia and industry [27] have investigated the
challenges associated with mobility management in ICN,
including consumer node mobility, producer node mobility,
and hybrid mobility, and proposed various solutions. Sub-
sequently, several surveyed articles intending to provide an
overview of the mobility schemes with different focuses such
as congestion avoidance, delay minimization, reducing the
signaling overhead, minimizing the bandwidth consumption,

and improving packet delivery ratio, have been published.
The main theme of these survey papers is briefly described
as follows.

To the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive
survey article in the domain of mobile ICN was published
in 2012 [28]. The authors of [28] surveyed the mobility
support in various realizations of ICN including DONA [19],
PSIRP [20], NETINF [21] and CCN [29]. They also identi-
fied the research challenges and future directions to resolve
mobility issues in different research areas. Since this survey
paper was published in the early stages of ICN research,
the schemes presented in it are to some extent obsolete. The
survey in [30] primarily focused on the mobility management
schemes in NDN. The authors of this paper first provided a
brief survey on mobility support in IP-based networks, they
then presented a discussion on different schemes proposed
to handle consumer and producer mobility. The producer
mobility schemes are further classified into two categories
i.e., 1) MP chasing, and 2) Data rendezvous. Based on
the diversity of surveyed schemes, the authors briefly dis-
cussed the design tradeoff in terms of 1) signaling overhead,
2) involvement of rendezvous points, 3) packet processing,
and 3) security requirements. In [31], Feng et al. reviewed the
mobility support in NDN by dividing the proposed solutions
into two categories 1) consumer mobility and 2) producer
mobility, which further classified into two subcategories i.e.,
partial separation-based mobility management schemes and
total separation-based mobility management schemes. The
survey in [32] reviewed the proposed solutions for pro-
ducer mobility in NDN only. Similarly, in [33], the authors
thoroughly discussed the mobility management approaches
proposed to tackle the mobility of producer nodes. Finally,
in [34], the authors presented a detailed survey on mobile
information-centric networking, covering the schemes pro-
posed for consumer and producer mobility. Furthermore, they
also discussed the research issues and challenges specifi-
cally targeting mobile networks such as MANETs, VANETs,
WSNs, and satellite networks, among others.

Given existing works, there still lacks a survey paper that
provides concrete and comprehensive discussions on mobil-
ity management schemes and at the same time provides
insight into the role of mobility management in futuristic
networking technologies, which motivates the current work.
This survey paper varies from the existing surveys on mobil-
ity management in ICN, in the following aspects. First, the
current survey paper summarizes the support for mobility
management by the various realizations of ICN and provides
a quick reference for both researchers and industry experts.
Next, we present a comprehensive literature review on var-
ious research efforts, in the context of consumer mobility,
producer mobility, and hybrid mobility. We further classified
these research efforts into the following categories 1) tracing-
based, 2) caching-based, 3) mapping-based, 4) broadcast
control based, 5) location-based, and 6) adaptive forwarding-
based, mobility management schemes, which is a key theme
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TABLE 1. Comparison of related surveys.

of our paper. In addition, we also classified consumer
mobility into 4 categories: 1) Hop-count based Consumer
Mobility, 2) Caching-based Consumer Mobility, 3) Control
messages-based Consumer Mobility, and 4) Location-based
Consumer Mobility. Moreover, the Hybrid consumer and
producer mobility is further divided into 1) PIT-based hybrid
mobility, 2) FIB-based hybrid mobility, and 3) Storage point-
based Hybrid Mobility. The literature review in our paper
provides a thorough explanation of the underlying work-
ing mechanism of these aforementioned subcategories, and
therefore, will be a valuable addition to the existing survey
literature. The readers can greatly benefit from our survey
paper, as this section mostly covers the recent state-of-the-
art schemes. Furthermore, we discuss and identify several
research opportunities and challenges by exploring the role of
futuristic technologies including artificial intelligence, edge
computing, vehicular fog computing, software-defined net-
working (SDN), in-network computations, and autonomous
driving, in mobile NDN. To the best of our knowledge, we for
the first time are providing such futuristic insights in the
domain of mobile NDN, which lacks in almost all of the prior
related works. Table 1 provides a summarized comparison
of our paper with the existing surveyed articles in terms of
the year in which the survey paper is published, related work

i.e., the comparison of the survey with the existing surveys,
the mobility support provided by the ICN realizations, the
producer mobility schemes, the consumer mobility schemes,
and the hybrid mobility schemes. Other than that, for the
very first time, our survey paper discussed the role of various
emerging futuristic technologies in the context of mobile
NDN such as artificial intelligence, edge computing, fog
computing, in-network computations, semantic communica-
tion, and autonomous driving.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes themobility support in the various ICN realizations.
In section III, a brief overview of NDN in terms of its under-
lying working mechanism is presented. A detailed and com-
prehensive survey of various mobility management schemes
in NDN is presented in Section IV. Section V presents the
discussion, future directions, and research challenges and
finally, Section VI concludes our survey paper. Moreover,
a complete list of acronyms used in our survey paper is
provided in Table 2.

II. MOBILITY SUPPORT IN ICN REALIZATIONS
Various ICN realizations, as mentioned in the previous sec-
tions, generally provide basic mobility management support
as compared to its predecessor the host-centric networking
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TABLE 2. List of Acronyms.

architecture. However, to meet today’s mobility requirements
of complex networks, various research challenges in ICN
realizations are being addressed as of date by researchers
from both academia and industry. These research works,

in addition to the ICN realization, employ diverse approaches
such as resolution handlers, rendezvous points, and name-
based routing planes, to name a few, to efficiently manage
and support mobility. As the research efforts, either from
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academia or industry, are initially evolved by following the
fundamental principles of different ICN realizations, we first
provide a detailed underlying working mechanism of these
realizations in the context of both consumer and producer
mobility. Consumer mobility is natively supported by the fol-
lowing ICN realizations: DONA, NDN, PSIRP, and NetInf,
however, to efficiently resolve the producer mobility these
projects provide different solutions. A detailed description of
mobility management mechanisms including consumer and
producer mobility is presented in the following subsections.
Figure 3 illustrates the timeline of ICN realizations when they
were first introduced to the research community.

A. DONA
DONA [19] presented in 2007 provides efficient support for
both consumer and producer mobility, by dividing the net-
work into multiple tiers, where each tier is further portioned
into various autonomous systems (AS). DONA employs the
concept of name resolution by utilizing dedicated nodes
named resolution handlers (RH) in each AS to support
consumer mobility, whereas, for producer mobility support,
a registration process by forwarding the ‘‘register’’ message
with the content name is used in the network.

B. PSIRP
PSIRP [20] and its successor, publish-subscribe internet
technology (PURSUIT) [35], are also clean slate ICN archi-
tectures and provide a publisher-subscriber based communi-
cation model consequently replacing the existing host-centric
IP networking communication. The term publisher and sub-
scriber may refer to producer and consumer respectively, and
therefore onward we use producer and consumer to maintain
consistent terms in the paper.

Similar to DONA, the PURSUIT also partitions the net-
work into multiple hierarchical tiers consisting of various
ASs where each AS contains several rendezvous nodes (RN)
called rendezvous network (RENE). Initially, the producer
node publishes the content by sending a ‘‘publish message’’
to the RN residing in its local AS RENE. The consumer node
whenwishes to subscribe to the content, issues the ‘‘subscribe
message’’ into its local RENE which is then forwarded to the
upper tier (if the producer is not located in the local RENE)
and finally reaches the producer located in another AS. On the
one hand, subscriber mobility is achieved by utilizing the
caching and multicasting features.

C. NetInf
The NetInf [21] proposes a name-based ICN communica-
tion architecture by utilizing a hash-based naming scheme
consisting of A:L where A refers to authority or in other
words producer node and L refers to the locator part. The con-
tent publication procedure of NetInf is similar to PURSUIT.
NetInf utilizes a name resolution server (NRS) to maintain
name-to-locator mapping. Themobile producer, whenwishes
to publish the content, forwards the ‘‘publish message’’

containing the name and locator information to the local NRS.
The local NRS on receiving the ‘‘publish message’’ store
the information and then forwards it to the global NRS. The
global NRS store the mapping information as well as the
identity of the local NRS. The consumer nodewhen interested
in fetching the content from the network issues the ‘‘get mes-
sage’’ to the local NRS which then contacts the global NRS,
and finally the ‘‘get message’’ is delivered to the producer
node. The producer node on receiving the ‘‘get message’’
simply responds with the Data packet. The NetInf handles the
producermobility bymaintaining the topological information
in NRS. Therefore, when the mobile producer moves from
one PoA to another, issues the ‘‘update location’’ message
and renews the topological information in NRS. Moreover,
to notify location modification of the producer node to the
currently connected consumers, an appropriate ‘‘notification
message’’ is disseminated in the network.

D. COMET
In COMET [22], a content mediation plane (CMP) is used
that acts as a mediator between the content location infor-
mation and the network infrastructure information for the
content transmission. The content resolution system (CRS) in
COMET is responsible to manage and maintain the content
publication and mapping information. The content resolution
and mobility management in COMET are to some extent
similar to the ICN realizations described in the previous
subsections.

E. MobilityFirst
The MobilityFirst [24] architecture utilizes the global unique
identifier (GUID) and global NRS (GNRS) for content reso-
lution and deals with both producer as well as network mobil-
ity. In MobilityFirst, the producer node that wishes to publish
the content in the network, first obtain the GUID from the
naming service and then registers it with its network address
in the GNRS. The consumer node when interested in certain
content, adds the GUID in the ‘‘request message’’ and utilizes
the GNRS to fetch the content from the network. The Mobil-
ityFirst realization resolves the mobility issue by using inter-
domain and intra-domain routing. For inter-domain routing,
edge-aware routing is used, whereas, for intra-domain rout-
ing, storage-aware routing is implemented. Moreover, a late-
binding algorithm implementation is employed with the help
of GUID routing which allows updating the new network
addresses, generated as the result of producer mobility.

F. CONET
CONET [23] utilizes the convergence middleware (COMID)
that further employs versatile digital items (VDI) containing
the content information to publish it in the network. The
content resolution process in CONET differs from previously
discussed ICN realizations. In CONET, the producer node
advertises the content information in the network, whereas
the consumer node forwards the Interest message expressing
the Interest in certain content that was made available by the
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FIGURE 3. Timeline of ICN realizations.

producer node. The Interest message is forwarded hop by hop
passing through border nodes (BN) and finally reaches the
producer node. The producer node responds with the Data
packet which follows the reverse breadcrumb path and finally
reaches the consumer node. In terms of mobility, CONET
confronts significant performance degradation issues when
the mobile consumer changes the location from one PoA to
another. The reason is that the IRs do not maintain the state
of each incoming Interest message and therefore when the
mobile consumer issues a new request of the same Interest
message, it is forwarded all the way to the producer (if
not available in the IR caches) which then generates a new
content response, ultimately increasing the network traffic
and the chance of congestion. Producer mobility in CONET
is slightly similar to the previously discussed ICN realization
and requires updating the COMID. When the producer node
moves from one PoA to another, it utilizes the CONET node
to cache the content and publish it in the network and at the
same time advertises this information on the CONET routing
plane. Hence, whenever the subscriber requests for the named
data item following CONET principles, the request is routed
by name toward the best serving node containing the required
content.

G. NDN
CCN [18] and its continuation, the NDN [17], funded by
the US Internet architecture program, is an emerging internet
architecture in the field of ICN. The NDN follows the pull-
based communication model in which the consumer node
issues the ‘‘Interest’’ message to fetch the content from
the network. Three different types of data structures named
1) pending Interest table (PIT), 2) forwarding information
base (FIB), and 3) content store (CS) are utilized by IR to
forward the request to the content provider. Each IRwhile for-
warding the ‘‘Interest’’ first checks the CS for the requested
content. In the absence of content in the CS, the IR utilizes

PIT to aggregate the ‘‘Interest’’ messages to form the bread-
crumb path and finally forwards the ‘‘Interest’’ to the next
potential IRwith the help of FIB. It is worth noting here that in
contrast to the CONET, the NDN stores the state of ‘‘Interest’’
message on each IR to create the breadcrumb path and there-
fore fully leverage from aggregating the multiple requests
feature. A detailed description of the NDN request-response
mechanism is outlined in the next section and therefore,
in this subsection, we mainly describe NDN in the context
of consumer and producer mobility. The consumer mobility
in NDN is natively supported as when the consumer node
changes the location and detaches from one PoA to another,
it retransmits the request in the network. The new request on
the way to the producer node may aggregate in the PIT of IR
and as a result, the overall network overhead decreases signif-
icantly. Moreover, as the IR caches the content, the chances
are that the new request is fulfilled from the IR rather than
from the original producer node which further decreases the
network overhead. In contrast to consumermobility, producer
mobility in NDN creates significant networking overhead as a
result of broadcasting the content advertisement information
in the network.
Summary and Insight: In this section, we discussed various

realizations of ICN in the context of consumer as well as pro-
ducer mobility. From the discussion, we can see that almost
all ICN realizations provide basic support for consumer
mobility, however, when it comes to producer mobility, either
all or some of these realizations support the producer mobility
at the cost of network performance overhead. Compared to
NDN, although, other ICN realizations somehow support
producer mobility in a sophisticated manner, the NDN gained
a huge interest from the research community due to its other
promising features such as Interest aggregation, in-network
caching, content security, and innate multicasting. Owing to
these features, NDN emerges as a potential future networking
architecture beating all of its counterparts. However, in the
context of mobility and specifically producer mobility, since
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an efficient producer mobility solution was not provided in
the original design of NDN, a significant amount of research
was carried out in both academia and industry, which eventu-
ally resulted in the form of research papers. The existing pro-
posed mobility schemes in the literature specifically focused
on the following networking issues; 1) congestion avoidance,
2) delay minimization, 3) reducing the signaling overhead,
4) minimizing the bandwidth consumption, and 5) improving
the packet delivery ratio. In the following sections, we first
briefly describe the underlying working mechanism of NDN
and then dedicated a section extensively detailing the existing
research efforts is presented—in the context of consumer,
producer, and hybrid mobility.

III. NAMED DATA NETWORKING: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
Van Jacobson et al [36] presented the idea of NDN in his
Google talk for the first time in 2006. Since then, a lot of
research efforts have beenmade in this direction and therefore
currently the NDN is the most advanced and widely used
architecture of ICN in both academia and industry. In the
original idea of Van Jacobson, NDN utilizes a hierarchical
and semantically meaningful collection of name components
to fetch the content from the network. These name com-
ponents are often separated by the ‘‘/’’ character. One of
the potential benefits of hierarchal names is that it reduces
the size of routing entries on intermediate nodes by aggre-
gating the incoming requests of the same names. In NDN,
the producer node is responsible to assign a name to the
content which is being produced under its administration.
Once the name is assigned to the content, the producer
node disseminates the name in the network so that future
requests can be fulfilled. The IRs utilize these names to
cache the content–subject to the caching policy. The format
of the NDN names shows a strong resemblance to the current
structure of the URLs. For instance, the following URL:
‘‘hongik.ac.kr/admission/guide.pdf/’’ in IP-based networking
can be represented as ‘‘ndn:hongik/ac/kr/admission/guide.
pdf/’’ in NDN. The underlying working difference among
these URLs and names is that in NDN these application-layer
names are directly forwarded to the network layer, whereas
the URLs are first transformed into an IP address by using
Domain Name System (DNS), and then an IP address is
forwarded on the network layer. In NDN, the consumer node
inserts the content name into an Interest packet (request)
and forwards it to the network whereas the producer node
responds with a Data packet (response).

The nodes such as consumer, producer, and IR in NDN
utilize three different types of data structures. These data
structures include 1) PIT which is used to keep a record of
outstanding Interest packets, 2) CS which is used to store
data for future use, and 3) FIB which is used to forward
the Interest packet to the next node in the direction of the
producer. In addition to these data structures, the nodes also
employ different forwarding strategies in conjunction with
the FIB to forward the Interest packet to the potentially
optimal interface. Such forwarding strategies include, 1) best

route strategy, used to forward the Interest to the lowest cost
interface in the direction of the producer, 2)multicast strategy,
used when the Interest packet needs to be forwarded on
all available interfaces pointing towards the producer node,
3) client control strategy enables the consumer node to con-
trol the flow of an Interest packet, 4) adaptive smoothed
RTT-based forwarding (ASF) strategy periodically probes all
available next hops to measure RTTs and then selects the
next-hop with the lowest RTT value to forward the packet to
the producer node, and so forth.

Figure 4 depicts the overall working flow of communi-
cation in NDN and is briefly described as follows. When a
consumer node requires certain Data, it forwards the Interest
packet in the network. When an Interest packet arrives at the
IR, it first searches the CS to check whether a cached copy
of the required Data is available. If Data is available, the
IR simply fetches the Data from the cache and forwards it
to the interface from where the Interest was received. In the
absence of the Data in CS, the PIT is checked whether there
is a request for the same name is pending. If the Interest
message for the same content has already been forwarded,
then the Interest message is suppressed, and its incoming face
is stored in the PIT in-bound entries. However, if thematching
name is not present in the PIT, then the IR creates a new PIT
entry and forwards the Interest packet toward the producer
node by performing the longest-prefix match on FIB and
selecting the associated forwarding strategy with the Interest
packet name. The producer node—on receiving the Interest
packet, responds with the Data packet. When a Data packet
is received at an IR, it checks the PIT table and if PIT entry is
available, it forwards the Data on all downstream interfaces.
The IR also removes the corresponding entry from the PIT to
create storage space for future requests. Furthermore, the IR
may store the Data packets in its CS– subject to the caching
policy.

As mentioned in the previous sections, NDN supports
consumer mobility to some extent whereas producer mobility
is not supported by its original architectural design, therefore,
a plethora of NDN mobility management schemes have been
proposed in the literature and are comprehensively discussed
in the following section.

IV. MOBILITY SUPPORT IN NAMED DATA NETWORKING
The pull-based content-centric nature of NDN enables the
consumers to initiate the request in the form of an Interest
packet to fetch the Data packet from the producer. From the
mobility perspective, the consumer and producer both can be
mobile and may change their PoAs. Therefore, we classified
mobility into three categories: 1) consumer mobility, 2) pro-
ducer mobility, and 3) hybrid (consumer and producer both
are mobile) mobility. Among them, we first surveyed numer-
ous producer mobility schemes by dividing them into various
approaches for instance 1) tracing-based, 2) caching-based,
3) mapping-based, 4) broadcast control-based, 5) adaptive
forwarding-based, and 6) location-based. After that, we sur-
veyed different consumer mobility-related schemes proposed
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FIGURE 4. NDN communication working flow.

in the literature and categorized them into 1) hop count-based
2) caching-based 3) control messages-based and 4) location-
based mobility management schemes. We finally conclude
this section by surveying the hybrid mobility management
schemes proposed in the NDN literature by classifying them
into 1) FIB based 2) PIT based, and 3) storage-point-based
mobility management schemes. All of the surveyed schemes
are not only critically analyzed, but to avoid the pitfalls,
contributions and limitations of each scheme are also pre-
sented. Our critical analysis is based on the following factors:
1) deployment strategies i.e., random or fixed, 2) network
type for instance pure wireless ad hoc or partial wireless
networking scenarios, 3) networking traffic rate, for example,
light or dense traffic generation rate, 4) mobility patterns of
the nodes i.e., based on speed and direction and the 5) mobil-
ity transparency i.e., the effect of mobile nodes movement in
the network on end-user QoS requirements.

A. PRODUCER MOBILITY
The producer mobility in NDN is a challenging task as when
the producer node changes its PoA, the network needs to
update the FIB entries pointing toward the producer node.
The updates of FIB entries can either be fulfilled by the
advertisement messages or by employing dedicated nodes
that keep a record of the traces pointing to the new location of
a producer. This section describes the existing proposed pro-
ducer mobility solutions in the domain of NDN.We classified
these schemes into six major categories as shown in Figure 5.
Among these categories, the mapping-based schemes are

FIGURE 5. Classification of producer mobility schemes.

further classified into 1) proxy-based schemes, anchor-based
schemes, and controller-based schemes.

1) TRACING-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
In tracing-based mobility management schemes, whenever
the mobile producer moves from one PoA to another, it leaves
traces on the intermediate nodes. These traces are often stored
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TABLE 3. Tracing-based producer mobility schemes.

alongside the existing FIB entries or even new temporary FIB
entries have been created that point towards the new location
of the mobile producer. A summarized description, highlight-
ing the contribution and limitations of tracing based producer
mobility management schemes is presented in Table 3.

In [37] and [38], the authors proposed MAP-ME, tracing-
based mobility support for ICN which aims to minimize the
unavailability of content due to handoff events. At first, the
FIB update mechanism, as a result of producer relocation
enables the network to immediately re-route the incoming
Interest packets received at an old location toward the new
location of the producer, consequently, highly decreasing
the chances of packet drop. Second, the MAP-ME protocol
reduces the searching delay by proactively updating the new
location of the content provider, which in turn enables the
network and the consumer to be aware of the producer’s
new location (even before the producer attaches to the new
PoA). TheMAP-ME protocol is beneficial for delay-sensitive
applications as the Interest packet follows the pre-established
path to reach the producer node. Although MAP-ME effi-
ciently handles the producer mobility issues in the networks,
it lacks in many perspectives. For instance, the privacy of the
consumers and edge routers can be compromised when an
Interest update (IU) message arrives from the attacker node.
Moreover, the IUmessages from the attackers can also pollute
the cache storage and as a result, the delay may increase due
to fetching the content from the original producer node rather
than from intermediate caches.

In [39], the authors proposed publisher mobility sup-
port protocol (PMC) in which when the producer node
relocates to the new PoA, it updates the routing informa-
tion on the three main entities in the network i.e., 1) HR,
2) previous PoA, and 3) the IRs. While relocating to
the new PoA, the producer employs two different types

FIGURE 6. Tracing-based mobility solution in Kite.

of preserved names to forward the trace Interest packets.
The naming schemes proposed for these Interest packets
are as follows 1) publisher-URL/mobilityReport/Home and
3) publisher-URL/mobilityReport/PrevPoA. Among them,
the former name is used when the producer moves fromHR to
the new PoA, whereas the latter is used in the case of mobility
from one PoA to another. HR or previous PoA on receiving
the aforementioned Interest packets, return the Data Packet
to the producer creating the mobility entries in the FIBs of
the IRs. The PMC protocol also introduced an additional
entry in the FIB named ‘‘mobility entry’’ representing that
producer is on the move in the network. When the updates are
completed after the producer relocation, the pending interests
at the HR or previous PoA are forwarded to the new PoA of
the producer.

In [40] and [41] the authors proposed a tracing-based
producer mobility solution named KITE, in which whenever
the MP moves from one PoA to another, it needs to re-
establish its trace setup with a stationary rendezvous server
(RV) by employing the Trace Interest (TI) / Trace Data
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(TD) packets exchanges. The overall working of the afore-
mentioned tracing-based solution is illustrated in Figure 6
in which an MP issues a TI to the RV after the handover
(1.a - 1.c). RV, on receiving the TI verifies it and responds
with a TD packet to the MP (2.a-2.c). TD follows the reverse
path to the MP, whereas the intermediate nodes, on receiving
the TD, create or update FIB entries for the Data name prefix
of the MP. These FIB entries point towards the incoming
interfaces of TIs, consequently creating a path from RV to
the MP. When a consumer requires Data from the mobile
producer, it requests the RV, and then RV utilizes the trace
setup to retrieve content from the MP (3.a-3.e).

Wang et al. [42], proposed an approach named MobiCCN
in which a greedy protocol is used alongside the basic NDN
protocol. The only addition in the Interest packet format is
the greedy:/ prefix at the start of the Interest packet when
using the greedy protocol, whereas ccnx:/ is used for the
vanilla CCN protocol. In the proposed solution, a central
entity named RV is employed in each domain that maintains
and tracks the mobile nodes in the network. When MP relo-
cates to a new PoA, it forwards the greedy update packet
to the RV. The greedy update message on the way to the
RV modifies the routing paths on the IR by maintaining the
traces in the FIB entries that point toward the MP. Consumer,
on the other hand, first follows the basic protocol to forward
the Interest packet to the producer. However, in the case of
producer mobility, greedy Interest is sent toward the RV to
retrieve the new location information of the producer node.
If the greedy Interest meets the traces kept at the IRs, it can
directly access the MP instead of approaching the RV. In so
doing the MobiCCN resolves the producer mobility issue
in the network. However, the proposed approach increases
the overhead in the network as it utilizes vanilla forwarding
and greedy forwarding serially. This issue can be avoided
if greedy forwarding is selected as a default forwarding
mechanism.

Kar et al. [43] proposed a seamless producer mobility
management scheme for a real-time communication sce-
nario in NDN-based remote health monitoring. In real-time
remote health monitoring systems, high latency and packet
loss are major challenges requiring attention from academia
and industry. In order to provide seamless communication
between doctor and patient during and after the handover, the
authors proposed a neighbor registration strategy in which the
mobile producer when starts changing the position not only
updates the adjacent access point (AP) but also all updates
multiple nearest APs to reduce the delay incurred by the AP
switching. In so doing the packet loss is decreased. Apart
from the benefits, the proposed work may fail to handle
unpredictable or sudden mobility events, which may highly
affect the quality of healthcare services.
Summary and Insight: In this subsection, we discussed

the tracing-based schemes that effectively handle producer
mobility in the network. From the description of surveyed
schemes, we can see that these approaches employ Inter-
est/Data packet announcements in the network to generate

the traces when the producer moves from old PoA to new
PoA. Employing these schemes, the Interest packet from
the consumer node can simply take the updated path on
encountering the matching trace entries at the intermediate
nodes. However, the solutions presented in a few approaches
such as [39], [40], and [42] come at the cost of following
networking overheads. At first, the tracing solutions induce
signaling overhead and increase the exchange of additional
Interest and Data packets. Second, these traces are usually
associated with an expiry timer to invalidate the trace setup in
case the producer node further changes the location. To keep
these entries alive, a trace refresh packet is periodically for-
warded in the networkwhich further enhances the networking
overhead and also increases the chances of congestion in the
network. A simple solution to tackle this issue is to keep
the entries alive for a longer period to reduce the signaling
overhead. However, keeping entries alive for a longer dura-
tion increases the chances that the consumer Interest may be
sent to the producer’s old PoA following the expired trace
entry. Considering the aforementioned issues, it is of utmost
importance to devise novel solutions aiming to decrease the
signaling overhead and at the same time, intelligently select
the optimal value of the expiry time for trace entry.

2) MAPPING-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
Mapping based approach is used to track the producer’s
mobility by using an RV or an HR, which acts as a mapping
server. The role of the mapping server is to keep the binding
information of the mobile producer’s name prefix with the
content identifier. When a MP changes its location, it sends
the prefix update message to the mapping server to update
its location information. After the producer handover, when
a consumer requests the mapping server, it sends the updated
mapping information to the consumer, which then requests
the MP directly. In other words, the mapping server maps
the consumer to the MP’s new point of attachment. The
mapping server also updates the binding information after
the producer handover, and when the consumer requests the
mapping server, it may tunnel the Interest messages to the
MP by itself and sends back the received Data message to
the consumer, acting as a kind of redirection handler. In the
literature, researchers proposed various schemes in which
either the mapping server is used to resolve the producer
mobility or the mapping server-based redirection approach is
used [44]. A brief description, pointing out the contribution
and limitations of mapping-based producer mobility manage-
ment schemes are presented in Table 4.
In [44], the authors proposed a scheme in which the HR

keeps the name prefix information of theMP. All the Interests
for the producer first arrive at the HR and then the HR
further processes the Interest/Data exchange. When the MP
changes its location in the network, its new PoA sends the
prefix update message to the HR, which in return sends
the acknowledgment message. In this way, the HR keeps
the information of the current PoA of the MP, and when it
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TABLE 4. Mapping-based producer mobility schemes.

receives the Interest message from the consumer after the
producer handover event, it tunnels the encapsulated Interest
message to the new PoA of the producer and in return, it sends
back the decapsulated Data message to the consumer all by
itself. However, this scheme suffers from an increased net-
work delay, as relaying the Interest and Data packet on behalf
of the consumer increases the chances of taking a longer

path compared to direct consumer-producer communication.
On the contrary, if the path information of the MP is provided
to the consumer, it can directly access the producer using the
shortest path.

In [45], the authors proposed scalable mobility manage-
ment (SMM) scheme by providing three separation mech-
anisms named management/routing separation, Locator/ID
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FIGURE 7. Basic producer handover mechanism of a mapping-based
approach in SMM scheme.

separation, and access/core separation. Figure 7 depicts the
basic handover mechanism of the producer in the proposed
SMM scheme. In this technique, the MP starts the handover
and attaches to the new access router (AR) i.e., AR3 (step 1).
After attaching to the AR3, it sends the binding update
to the local mapping server (MPS) (step 2). In the given
scenario, the local mapping server of the producer is MPS3,
which in return acknowledges the newly attached MP by
sending an acknowledgment message (step 3). To support
seamless mobility, MPS3 forwards the binding update to the
previous AR of the producer i.e., AR2 so that it can get
access to the new AR of the producer in case it receives a
request for the MP (step 4). AR2 sends the acknowledgment
message in return to the MPS3 (step 5). Since AR2 knows
the updated location of MP, hence, it forwards the pending
Interests received during the handover, to the MP (step 6)
and forwards the required content to the consumer. However,
this mechanism induces high handoff latency in the network.
For scalable management, the authors proposed distributed
hash tables (DHT) with multiple distributed mapping servers.
Inducing the DHT in the basic SMM handover mechanism
further increases the handoff latency. Hence, to tackle this
issue, another handover procedure is proposed in which when
MP attaches to new AR, it sends the binding update (BU)
to both the local mapping server and the previous AR at the
same time. In this way, the previous AR acknowledges the
new location update and forwards the Interest messages to
MP without waiting for the location updates of MP through
the mapping server’s acknowledgment. Moreover, in this
scheme, the normal Interest and Data packets are modified
using the mobility option extension.

Another approach based on the DNS mapping is proposed
by [46], in which the NDN plays its pivotal role to support
producer mobility. In this scheme, the authors introduced
an additional field in the Interest packet named forwarding
hint. This forwarding hint is just being used to give the IR
a hint about content availability. When an MP changes its
location in the network, it sends the hint to the local DNS
server. When the consumer needs to retrieve the content from

the MP, it first sends the query to the server and asks for
the forwarding hint. On receiving the forwarding hint, the
consumer node adds it in the Interest packet which helps to
locate the producer. However, this approach suffers from a
single point of failure issue, and also each domain requires
to have its own local DNS mapping server which ultimately
increases the management overhead.

In another mapping-based approach proposed in [47],
a locator/id split mechanism is used in which the consumer
includes an additional field in the Interest packet i.e., the
location name.When an IR receives the Interest packet, it first
searches the content name in its cache storage as per the NDN
scheme. If the content is not available in the CS, it checks the
location name in the Interest packet and matches the location
info with the one stored in the FIB table, and forwards the
Interest accordingly. Hence, the Interest packets in which the
location field is included require two lookups at a router.
In the proposed scheme, an HR is deployed in the MP’s home
domain. MP maps the binding info in the HR, and as a result,
when a consumer wants to connect with the MP, it accesses
the HR first. The HR on receiving the Interest packet for-
wards it to the MP according to the binding info. Whenever
MP changes its location, it keeps updating the binding in
the HR. Consumer node on receiving the content from the
MP after the handoff can directly forward the subsequent
requests to the MP rather than contacting HR. However, the
double lookup mechanism increases the searching cost of this
scheme, resulting in increased average delay.

In [48], Azgin et al proposed a mapping-based approach in
which producer mobility is handled by the dedicated nodes
in the network. Although the use-case scenario in the paper is
considering vehicles as mobile nodes, the proposed scheme
mainly considers the static and wired connected nodes in the
network. In their proposal, the MP nodes are tracked by the
distributed controllers such as the local controller and home
controller. Multiple domains are assumed based on the AS
and each AS consists of the local controller, edge router, and
service router. The MPs register their PoA with the local
controller and proactively update the location by sending a
route-update message. When the consumer node forwards
the Interest packet, it is first explored in the service router’s
local cache either for Data or route. In the absence of a route,
the local controller is contacted that performs a lookup on
its local cache for the route. If the route is not present, the
local controller contacts other AS local controllers to fetch
the latest route towards the MP node. Once the route towards
the producer node is discovered, the route information is
forwarded to the edge routers which then forwards the Interest
packet by employing the NDN principles. On receiving the
Data packet, the edge router forwards it toward the service
router, and eventually, the consumer node receives the Data.

Kim et al [49] proposed a mapping-based approach to
resolve the producer mobility issue in which, when a MP
moves to the new location, it sends the mobility update (MU)
Interest message to an immobile anchor (may refer to as
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FIGURE 8. Anchor-based mobility solution.

rendezvous) node. The role of the immobile anchor node is
to keep track of the MP node as shown in Figure 8(a). When
the MP changes its location, it sends the mobility update
Interest packet to the anchor node so that it keeps the mapping
between theMP and its new location (step 1 & 2). Figure 8(b)
illustrates the content retrieval mechanism after the producer
handover event. When the Interest packet arrives at the old
position of producer after the handover event, it is imme-
diately redirected towards the anchor node instead of being
dropped (steps 1 & 2 respectively). The anchor node forwards
the Interest packet to the new PoA of the producer tracing
the MU sent by the producer (step 3). This approach helps
in reducing the content retrieval delay as it does not require
Interest retransmissions. Instead, the Interest is seamlessly
directed towards the new location of the producer. In so doing,
the proposed scheme provides mobility transparency and the
end-user’s application does not face delay or QoS disruptions.
However, this approach causes signaling overhead in the
network due to the handover processes.

In [50], the authors proposed a producer mobility support
(PPMS) scheme in which a new packet is introduced named
mobility Interest (MI). This MI packet contains two fields:
1) mobility flag and 2) anchor tag. Similar to previous
schemes described in this subsection, the proposed scheme
employs an immobile anchor node (MAN)—a kind of
centralized mapping entity, responsible for managing the
mobility events that occur in the network. When the MP
performs handover from one location to another, it sends an
MI packet to the MAN to inform about its mobility. The
MAN, on receiving the MI packet updates the FIB entries
on all IRs. Consequently, when the consumer transmits the
Interest after the producer handover, it chooses the optimal

path towards the producer, as the FIB tables are now updated
with the new information. Since the FIB entries are updated in
advance— even before the consumer ascertains the mobility
events in the network—empowers the proposed scheme to
provide mobility transparency. Therefore, the end-user i.e.,
the consumer node does not face any mobility-related issues
such as excessive delays in retrieving the remaining chunks
of the Data packet. However, updating all IRs’ FIB entries
is questionable as it may induce a significant performance
overhead in the network.

Zheng et al. [51] proposed an extended version of an
anchor-based mobility solution in which multiple anchors
are placed in the network, responsible for managing the
access information of the mobile nodes. These anchor nodes
(AN) are also referred to as anchor chains. In the proposed
approach, each anchor node maintains the mapping list (ML)
storing information such as the prefix of content being pro-
duced under the producer, the current location of the pro-
ducer, and the new location where the producer relocates.
Moreover, these anchor nodes also store the information of
the neighboring anchor nodes in neighbor AN information
(NAI), thus developing an anchor chain in the network.When
a producer attaches to AN, the AN sends a control Interest
packet to the closest AN to generate the mapping list to
reach the producer node. Subsequently, the AN then further
forwards this information to the upper-level AN until it forms
a complete anchor chain in the network. The consumer nodes
utilize the newly formed anchor chain to reach the producer
and fetch the required content. Since the mobility-related
information is updated in advance—even before the handover
event occurs in the network, the consumer node application
does not experience any delays or service disturbance. As a
result, the proposed scheme provides mobility transparency
to the end-user. Moreover, this scheme reduces the handover
delay, as the anchor chain updates the network before the
producer handover. However, the update mechanism for the
whole network can increase network congestion.

a: PROXY-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
In [52], the authors proposed proxy-based mobility support in
named data networking (PMNDN). In the proposed scheme,
two functional entities are introduced named 1) NDN AR
(NAR) and 2) proxy server (PS). NAR tracks the mobile con-
tent source and initiates the handoff signaling to the PS which
is responsible for delivering the information of the mobile
source. Both the NAR and PS cache the incoming Interests
during the handoff event and when theMP attaches to the new
NAR or new PS, the cached Interest packets are forwarded
from the old PS to the new PS. The new PS, on receiving
the outstanding Interest packets immediately responds with
the Data packet, hence reducing the handoff delay. Moreover,
the authors introduced two new data structures named 1)
source location table (SLT) and 2) Interest packet store (IPS),
to support the various operations in their proposed scheme.
Among them, the SLT keeps the tracks of MPs attached to the
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NAR or PS, whereas the IPS stores the outstanding Interest
packets.

In [53], Hu et al. proposed a proxy-based scheme in which
the network is divided into multiple domains and then each
domain is administrated by the domain proxy (DP). The
DP has all the topological information of all nodes under
its administration and acts as a gateway when required.
To resolve the producer mobility issue, DP sets a special bit
named flag in the PIT entries.When theMP considers relocat-
ing to the new position, it informs the DP about its handoff
and the content it owns. DP sets the flag to ‘1’ during the
producer’s handoff and sets it to ‘0’ otherwise. This approach
considers two types of handoffs: 1) intra-domain handoff and
2) inter-domain handoff. Similar to [52], during the handoff,
DP buffers the Interest packets destined for the MP, and
after receiving the handoff completion message (HOCMP)
from the producer, the DP forwards these outstanding Interest
packets to the producer. The corresponding Data packets
are traversed back from the same path towards the DP and
then finally delivered to the consumer. Using this approach,
DP does not need to change all the routing information during
the intra-domain handoff, hence, reducing the retrieval delay.
However, for the inter-domain handoff, it needs to change
the gateway information so that Interest can go to the new
location of the producer.

b: CONTROLLER-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
SCHEMES
Tang et al. [54], proposed a data/control plane-based solution
to support the producer mobility in NDN. In this scheme, the
whole network is divided into multiple rendezvous domains
(RD). Each RD has a resource handler (RH) which acts as an
SDN controller and updates the location information of the
attached MP in case if the producer moves from one location
to another. RH is also well-aware of the network topology
and the information of IRs attached to the same RD. When
MP joins the IR, RH assigns a rendezvous point (RP) which
keeps the local binding information of MP. This binding of
RP to MP, also known as global binding, is then kept at the
home repository (HoR). Both the local binding as well as
the global binding is stored at the RH. In this scheme, it is
assumed that each MP has its own HoR which is placed at
its home RD. When a consumer wants to retrieve the content
from MP for the first time, it forwards the packet to the HoR
of the MP which inserts the global locator of MP i.e., RP in
the Interest packet. Once the RP receives the Interest packet,
it then forwards it using local binding information towards
the MP. Regarding the MP handoff, this scheme considers
both the inter and intra-domain handoff. During intradomain
handoff, RH just updates the local binding information of
MP. In the case of inter-domain, RH updates the global
binding information in the HoR as well. This updated binding
information is then forwarded to the previous RP also. This
approach reduces the handoff latency in the case of intra-
domain handoff. However, it increases the handoff latency

in the inter-domain handoff. Also, there is a huge signaling
overhead since the signaling messages are forwarded among
various nodes.

In [55], the authors improved the [54] scheme and pro-
posed a mobility management scheme based on a software-
defined controller (SDC). In the proposed scheme, when a
content producer moves from one point of attachment to
another, it sends a handoff initiation message to the con-
nected router. The router forwards this message to the SDC
following SDN principles. During the handoff, SDC receives
the Interests targeted for the producer. When the content
producer attaches to the new point of attachment, it sends
the handoff accomplishment message to the newly attached
router, which then forwards it to SDC. After receiving the
handoff accomplishment message, SDC rewrites the routing
table with the updated path of the content producer and sends
these routing table updates to the relevant content routers.
The routers, on receiving the updates, modify their FIBs with
new routing information. After that, the incoming Interests
received during the producer handoff are then forwarded to
the new PoA. This scheme reduces the overhead during the
producer handoff.

In [56], the authors proposed another SDN controller-
based approach in which the SDN performs the mobility
management whenever the MP changes its location. This
scheme introduces two types of control packets named 1)
Move report which is sent by the MP to the controller when
it changes its location and 2) Link state packet which is
sent by the routing nodes to the controller. SDN controller
updates the FIB of NDN nodes whenMP changes its location.
Based on the number of hops among the original producer
node and currently attached NDN nodes, SDN decides to
either make local FIB updates or global FIB updates. As the
global updates require each node to update its FIB, it creates
significant control traffic which leads to congestion in the
network. To avoid the huge control traffic, a local FIB update
mechanism can be adopted by SDN.
Summary and Insight: This section outlined the mapping-

based mobility management schemes proposed in the NDN
literature, in which a centralized server is used to keep
track of the MP node. Mapping-based schemes include
different categories such as using anchor node or home
router, controller-based schemes and include the proxy-based
servers. Although such schemes resolve the producer mobil-
ity management issues, however, most of these schemes
suffer the single point of failure issue. These schemes stop
working if the mapping server or DNS becomes unavailable
due to excessive load or some other unforeseeable reason.
Also, utilizing the centralized entity to redirect the Interest
or Data packet on behalf of endpoints may increase network
delay. For instance, consider a scenario in which the cen-
tralized server is located 5 hops away from the consumer
node, whereas the mobile producer node relocated to the
new location just 2 hops away from the consumer. Follow-
ing the mapping-based redirection approach, the Interest and
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Data packets will take 10 hops rather than the 4 hops if
both consumer and producer communicate directly. However,
we agree that providing a solution that travels 4 hops is not
straightforward and requires further research effort in this
direction. Moreover, similar to the tracing-based approaches,
a few mapping based schemes presented in [46], [47], and
[48] subject to the high network overheads in terms of exces-
sive bandwidth utilization and energy consumption and there-
fore require efficient solutions.

3) CACHING BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
Caching is one of the most widely used and default NDN
features that support producer mobility in the network.
By exploiting NDN caching, the content can be proactively
stored on the node in the proximity of mobile nodes enabling
the consumer nodes to fetch the content from the neighboring
nodes even if the mobile node has changed the location in
the network. However, the selection of the best caching node,
predicting the requested content popularity, and replacing the
content in cache requires variousmodifications in the existing
communication flow of NDN. These modifications along
with the efficient node selectionmechanisms, are presented in
the following. Table 5 briefly highlights the contributions and
limitations of caching based producer mobility management
schemes.

In [57], the authors proposed a proactive data replication
scheme named ‘OpCacheMob’ to resolve the producermobil-
ity issue in the network. This scheme predicts the content
to be requested in the near future from the mobile producer
and cache it for future use. In addition to the content pre-
diction, the authors try to minimize the network overhead by
proposing an optimization scheme subject to constraints such
as 1) available CS storage capacity, 2) limiting the distance
between caching node and consumer node, and 3) restricting
the amount of traffic that is required to support the producer
mobility. The main goal of this scheme is twofold: 1) provide
the content even when the producer is disconnected and 2)
reduce the network overhead as much as possible. However,
the scheme lacks support for real-time communication and
thus only suitable for static content generated from themobile
producer node.

The use of in-network caching in ICN is beneficial to deal
with the producer mobility issues especially in the vehicu-
lar environment as it helps the consumer vehicle to access
the required content from the nearest convenient cache-
store [58].

The authors in [59] proposed a mobility-aware proactive
edge caching optimization scheme for information-centric
internet of vehicles (IoV) networks aiming to enable delay-
sensitive services to IoV networks by adopting the Markov
chain to model vehicles’ mobility and their connection with
corresponding RSUs. The proposed work applied mobility-
aware edge caching with the objective enhance the network
performance by reducing the transmission delay. The numer-
ical simulation revealed that the proposed work outperformed

related caching schemes in terms of latency and cache hit
ratio. Apart from the benefits, the proposed scheme requires
the deployment of additional edge servers to support proac-
tive caching optimization. This can increase deployment cost
and complexity. Moreover, the mechanism relies on mobility
prediction in order to proactively cache content at different
edge nodes. The mobility prediction may not always be reli-
able, leading to sub-optimal caching decisions.

In [60], the authors proposed a producer mobility man-
agement scheme in NDN for both real-time and non-real-
time content named as ProPull and ProCache respectively.
For the non-real-time content, a simple caching mechanism
is used in which the producer node offloads the content to the
current PoA before moving toward the new PoA. In doing
so, the subsequent requests for the content can be fulfilled
directly from the old PoA cache without forwarding the Inter-
est packet to the new PoA. Contrarily, in real-time scenarios,
once the producer node is connected to the new PoA, updates
the new location in the network by sending out an Interest
packet named propaganda Interest (PI) toward the old PoA.
The old PoA then responds with a Propaganda Data packet
which updates FIB entries on the way back to the new PoA.
In so doing, the old PoA forwards all the subsequent requests
towards the new PoA. Although this scheme tries to resolve
the producer mobility issues in NDN, nevertheless, both the
ProCache and ProPull mechanisms are not effective in certain
scenarios. In the former solution, offloading all the content
to PoA may overload its CS storage whereas, in the later
solution, network overhead may increase due to PI and PD
packet exchange.

By exploiting the NDN caching [61] feature, the authors
in [62] proposed a cache sharing mechanism that effectively
resolves the producer mobility issue in VANETs. In the pro-
posed mechanism, the content is cached at the network edge
(a roadside unit) to mitigate the effects of producer mobility
or unavailability. As a result, if the producer moves, the Data
can still be accessed from the network edge which ultimately
improves the Interest satisfaction rate. Similar to this work,
in [63], the authors presented the concept of virtual caches in
ICN-connected vehicles in which the nodes can exchange the
cached content on-demand which can later be used in case if
the producer node is unavailable or moved.

Proactive caching, a subtype of caching, is an approach
that is used to reduce the Interest retransmissions due to
the handover of the mobile producer. In [64], the authors
proposed such a scheme in which the future request pattern
of a node is predicted, and as a result, the predicted content is
proactively cached from MPs to the network caches before
the handover event occurs. In doing so, when a consumer
requests content after the producer moves to the new location,
it can retrieve the required content immediately from the
cache without Interest retransmissions. Similarly, Korla et al.
[65] improve the producer mobility by exploiting the caching
capabilities at the edge routers that are in the proximity
of the producer. The popular content is cached at the edge
router before the producer node changes its location. For the
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TABLE 5. Caching-based producer mobility schemes.

cache replacement strategy, the content popularity is mea-
sured to replace the cached content. Although, this approach

is interesting, it fails to take into account the unpopular
content.
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FIGURE 9. Examples of operations of RapidVFetch.

Zhang et al [66] presented a prefetching mechanism by
employing vehicular to vehicular communication infras-
tructure and proposed two different types of prefetching:
1) RapidVFetch for general content and 2) real-time Rapid-
VFetch for video streaming. Initially, when a vehicle is out
of the RSU range, it forwards an Interest packet to its neigh-
boring vehicle, which then forwards the packet to the RSU.
Once the Interest packet is received at RSU, it prefetches the
content from the producer node. Later, when the requesting
vehicle enters the RSU range, it retransmits a similar Interest,
and eventually, the Data is received directly from RSU. The
operations of basic RapidVFetch and real-time RapidVFetch
are presented in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a), in the basic Rapid-
VFetch mechanism, the vehicle prefetches, and caches the
content at the upcoming RSU using the neighboring vehicles
and it retrieves that content by reissuing the Interest to the
RSU when it reaches close to the RSU. Whereas Figure 9(b)
presents the real-time RapidVFetch scenario, in which the
vehicle forwards the request to the RSU using the next neigh-
boring vehicle as a forwarder and that neighboring vehicle
fetches the content back to the consumer. This mechanism is
used for the retrieval of real-time content.

In [67], Grewe et al. proposed a proactive caching scheme
in which the producer nodes proactively cache the Data at
the RSU for the future. Authors employed various param-
eters such as geo-location of a vehicle, speed, and Interest
frequency, to predict the next RSU for a vehicle. Once the
next RSU is determined, the network downloads the content
in advance. This scheme improves the network efficiency
by proactively caching the data one hop away from the
consumer. In another approach [68], the authors proposed a
similar scheme in which data is prefetched at the roadside
units based on its popularity. The authors also consider the
content freshness to save the storage space at RSU.

Similarly, in [69], the authors proposed a mobility
prediction-based proactive caching scheme in the vehicu-
lar environment. In this approach, the producer mobility is

predicted by predicting the next RSU, by which the vehicle
that may pass through, using the Markov base predictors.
However, there can be uncertainties in the mobility predic-
tions. Entropy is used to measure the uncertainties in these
predictions, which helps to locate the best suitable prefetch-
ing node to cache the content. Park et al. [70] also proposed
a prediction-based proactive caching scheme in the vehicular
network. In this scheme, when a vehicle requests the content
from the RSU, it determines that how much content a vehicle
can receive from a single RSU. It then downloads that content
from the content server and provides the vehicle with as
much content as possible. The current RSU then uses the
Markov model with the historical information of the vehi-
cle, to calculate the next RSU for the cache allocation. The
transition probabilities for the next RSUs are calculated. The
RSU with more transition probability is assigned with more
content chunks to cache and vice versa. The current RSU then
transmits the distributed information containing the identifier
of the next RSUwith the content chunk numbers to be cached
in it. The next allocated RSU then caches the content chunks
mentioned in the distributed information. Both [69] and [70]
aim to reduce the cache redundancy and the content retrieval
delay. However, if these schemes fail to make predictions
accurately, it may cause excessive delay in content retrieval
and CS storage will be unnecessarily populated.
Summary and Insight: In this subsection, we surveyed the

existing efforts exploiting the NDN caching feature to resolve
the mobility issues in the network. Most of the presented
schemes target the particular facets of VANETs such as
vehicle to infrastructure (V21) and vehicle to vehicle (V2V),
or the general mobility use case scenarios. We observe that
majority of these schemes utilize the proactive caching mech-
anism in which the popular content is fetched in advance on
either the neighboring nodes or on the network edge. In terms
of mobility transparency, these schemes, in general, provide
transparent mobility to the consumer nodes in the network.
The obvious rationale is that theMP node before relocating to
the new location caches the content on the immediate neigh-
boring nodes. In so doing, the consumer Interest request is
immediately fulfilled even in the absence of a producer node,
consequently, decreases the delay whichmay occur otherwise
if the consumer node retransmits the Interest packet in the
network towards the new location of the producer. Some
schemes such as [67], [68], [69], and [70] presented the solu-
tion in which the outstanding chunks of the requested content
are fetched beforehand on the network edge in the direction of
moving nodes. Although these schemes resolve the mobility
issues, the prediction mechanism is highly dependent on the
estimation which if estimated incorrectly result in excessive
resource utilization issues. Furthermore, considering the high
speed of moving vehicles on the road, this prefetching of
content on the next RSUs may increase the control overhead
in the network. The rationale is that each time the vehicle
enters into the next RSU range, the RSU initiates a new
request–if the content is not available in local caches–to fetch
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the content from the producer node. To this end, a novel
solution that fetches the content by utilizing the previous RSU
is required. By doing so, the routing paths established by the
previous RSU can be utilized to fetch the desired content from
the producer node. In summary, further in-depth analysis is
required in the direction of the aforementioned highlighted
issues and their possible solution aiming to decrease the
networking overhead.

4) BROADCAST CONTROL BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
SCHEMES
The broadcast control-based schemes aim to reduce the
redundant packets exchanged in the network and at the same
ensure successful packet delivery in the network. To this end,
various concepts such as time to live (TTL), packet suppres-
sion, and restricting hop-count, are utilized to decrease the
unnecessary and redundant transmissions of both Interest and
Data packets in the network. In the following, we described
the working principles of these schemes including their short-
comings. In Table 6, the contributions and limitations of
each broadcast control based producer mobility management
schemes are presented.

In [71], the authors proposed a hop count-based forward-
ing strategy to cope with the producer mobility problem.
Two fields i.e., the hop count and hop count threshold are
introduced in the Interest packet. When an Interest packet
arrives at the IR, it makes the forwarding decision based on
the hop count and decides whether to forward the Interest
packet to the matched interface in the FIB entries or broadcast
it to all the available interfaces. If the hop count value is
less than the threshold, the IR forwards the Interest packet
on the matched interface, thus avoiding the unnecessary
broadcast storm in the network. On the contrary, if the hop
count threshold is achieved and the producer node is not
located yet, the IR broadcast the Interest on all available
interfaces.

Similarly in another hop-count-based scheme proposed
in [72], the authors control the Data packet storm in the
network by adding the hop count limit on the Data dissem-
ination by MP vehicle node. This scheme considers a push-
based Data communication scenario in VANET and therefore
alters the fundamental communication style that advocates
the use of a consumer-initiated pull-based communication
model. Since the vehicle nodes in this scheme are equipped
with a wireless ad hoc interface, the packet transmission is
broadcasted in the radio range of a vehicle, thus creating
the broadcast storm if all other neighboring vehicles for-
ward the Data packet again. Although the hop-count limit
in such mobile wireless ad hoc scenario reduces the unnec-
essary packet transmission to some extent, nevertheless, the
redundant packets are forwarded due to high node density
in the producer vehicle proximity. In [73] authors proposed
a Context-aware naming and forwarding for NDN-based
VANETs aiming to effectively disseminate the road events
such as road works, accident notifications, and traffic jams.

In this work, the transmission range of the Interest sender
is divided into 8 forwarding angles (FAs) where the 4 FAs
correspond to the high-priority forwarding zones (i.e., red
forwarding zones (RFZs)) while the remaining four FAs are
low-priority forwarding zones i.e., white forwarding zones
(WFZ). Nodes in RFZs and those that are far from the most
recent Interest sender have a high likelihood of being selected
as forwarders. In so doing, the number of hops are decreased
that in turn decreases the transmission and chances of con-
gestion. Despite the advantages, the proposed work has limi-
tations such as the assumption that the vehicles have enough
storage to record the context information may not always
be possible, especially in a resource-constrained environment
such as the vehicles with limited storage capacity. Moreover,
the proposed scheme may introduce an additional search cost
owing to the context information lookup, which can affect
real-time communication in VANETs.

The optimal producer mobility support system (OPMSS)
[74] was proposed to reduce unnecessary delays and packet
loss by offering an optimized path to forward the data when
the mobile producer changes its location. Simulation-based
results revealed that OPMSS effectively reduced the interest
packet losses and delay by maintaining almost equal and
tolerable signalling overhead costs. Along with the benefits,
there are some limitations such as the proposed work highly
depends on producer mobility prediction in order to proac-
tively update routing tables, and any erroneous prediction
may lead to false routing decisions. In addition, the proposed
work may also require frequent routing updates, which may
induce additional network overhead and enhance network
latency.

The authors in [75] proposed a novel fuzzy logic scheme
for push-based critical data broadcast mitigation in VNDN
(FLPDF) to reduce the broadcast storm in the network. This
work organized vehicles into clusters via K-means cluster-
ing, and fuzzy logic is adopted for Cluster Heads (CHs)
selection where each CH is responsible for sharing critical
data with its cluster members. In addition, a gateway node
is also employed to carry out the inter-CH communication.
The evaluation results showed that the proposed work out-
performed the naïve mechanisms in terms of data packet
transmissions and boosts overall efficiency. The proposed
work also has some limitations such as: it is assumed that
all nodes have identical resources to execute the fuzzy logic-
based operation, which may not be feasible in low-resource
environments. In addition, the fuzzy logic computation may
induce additional latency, which can affect real-time com-
munication in VNDN. Similarly, another novel broadcast
control mechanism named redundancy elimination forward-
ing (REF) [76] was proposed that mainly targets controlling
the redundant packets dissemination by modifying the NDN
node architecture and PIT operation. In this scheme, the PIT
is searched prior to the CS similar to conventional NDN.
The rationale is to minimize the searching overhead and to
reduce the duplicated Interest packet transmission. The sim-
ulation results showed that REF achieved high throughput,
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TABLE 6. Broadcast control mechanism based producer mobility schemes.

and reduced transmission overhead and resource utilization.
Apart from the benefits, REF ignored the mobility pattern
and speed in its decision-making progress which may affect
the performance in mobile scenarios. Moreover, REF may
generate an additional overhead due to the huge number
of Interest packet transmissions for reference discovery and
storage, which may degrade the network performance.

In [77], authors proposed a hierarchical named-based
mechanism for push-based data broadcast control for

VANETs. Similar to [72], the authors in [77] also consider
push-based data dissemination in the network and avoid the
unnecessary packet transmission by proposing two types of
naming schemes: 1) content naming scheme and 2) vehi-
cle naming scheme. The structure of the content naming
scheme is as follows: ‘‘/Vehicle ID/RSUID/Direction/Speed |
payload’’ that includes the vehicle as well as RSU identity,
whereas the vehicle naming scheme includes Vehicle ID
and RSUID and construct a name as follows: ‘‘Vehicle ID/
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RSUID’’. Following the working principles of [77], when a
vehicle receives the Data packet carrying the aforementioned
content naming scheme, compares its second component:
RSUID with the RSUID of its own vehicle level naming
scheme. In case of a successful match, the receiving vehicle
further broadcast the Data packet in its radio range or in other
words, in the RSU coverage; otherwise suppresses the trans-
mission. Since this scheme avoids unnecessary transmission
by only taking into account the RSU coverage area, neverthe-
less a large number of redundant packets are forwarded in the
network which can be avoided if we utilize the other metrics
such as angle and time validity.

In [78], authors proposed beacon-enabled push-based data
dissemination for VANETs. In the proposed scheme, a beacon
packet is transmitted in the network to create the synthetic PIT
entries that are consumed by future push-based Data packets.
Once the PIT entries are created, the broadcast storm of
Data packets can be avoided because the IR selects a limited
set of the interface while forwarding the Data packet to the
downstream nodes. Although the proposed scheme resolves
theData broadcast issues, it suffers from the beacon broadcast
storm in the network. There is no doubt that the size of the
beacon packet is small and resource consumption in beacon
transmission is comparatively low, nevertheless, it creates
congestion in the network due to the lack of any suppression
mechanism.

In [79], Ahmed et al proposed a controlled data dissemina-
tion scheme for vehicular NDN (VNDN) namedCONET. The
authors introduced a hop-count field in the Interest packet and
a TTL field in the Data packet. The hop count aims to restrict
the Interest packet to a specific number of communication
hops to avoid the Interest broadcast storm. Similarly, the
rationale for including the TTL field is to avoid the Data
broadcast storm in case of producer mobility. In another
scheme proposed in [80], an adaptive PIT entry lifetime
mechanism based on numbers of hops and data link layer
parameters, is presented. Further, Zhang et al in [81] pro-
posed a dual-mode packet suppression mechanism to avoid
the broadcast storm in the network. Initially, in the absence
of FIB entries, the Interest packet is transmitted in a con-
trol broadcast manner (flooding mode) following different
techniques such as packet suppression and TTL. Once the
FIB entries are populated in the initial phase, the Interest is
then forwarded in a directive unicast mode. In so doing, the
proposed scheme avoids the redundant packet transmission
in the network, even when the producer node relocates from
one position to another.
Summary and Insight: In this subsection, we presented a

comprehensive outline of existing broadcast control-based
mobility management schemes proposed for NDN. Based on
the underlying working mechanism of these schemes, we can
classify them into three categories: 1) hop-count-based,
2) packet suppression, and 3) name-based techniques. A crit-
ical overview of these three categories while focusing on the
advantages and disadvantages of each proposed scheme is
presented. Comparing these schemes with the ones presented

in previous subsections, we can see that mobility issues
in wireless ad-hoc communication scenarios vary from the
wired networks. One obvious difference in wireless commu-
nication scenarios is that the mobile nodes are not connected
to a certain PoA which on the other hand in wired networks is
most common. Rather, these nodes communicate on their own
by employing the wireless ad-hoc interface, and when relo-
cating to the new location, the nodes employ the single inter-
face wireless broadcasting techniques to populate the FIB
entries on the neighboring nodes. In addition to hop-count,
packet suppression, and name-based techniques, we believe
that adding angle information in forwarding decisions has the
potential to further reduce the redundant packet transmission.
For instance, when a node receives an Interest packet, after
validating the hop-count, duplication, and name matching,
it should check the angle from the previous node. If the node
lies in that angle which points towards the producer node,
then it should forward the packet and otherwise should drop
the packet. However, we agree that the angle calculation is
not straight forward and therefore a further research effort
is required in this direction. Moreover, a few schemes such
as [72] and [80] are not suitable for the highly dense network
scenarios because these schemes tend to create high broadcast
storm instead of controlling it.

5) ADAPTIVE FORWARDING BASED MOBILITY
MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
The adaptive forwarding schemes try to recover the for-
warding path, altered by the mobile producer, on the fly
by observing the Interest/Data packet exchanges in the net-
work. The main goal in such schemes is to fetch the data
from the optimal shortest route, quickly detect the forward-
ing path failures, and instantaneous recovery of the broken
paths to maintain seamless communication [82]. Table 7
briefly describes the contributions and limitations of each
adaptive forwarding-based producer mobility management
scheme.

Meddeb et al. [83] proposed an adaptive forwarding-based
link recovery (AFIRM) strategy to resolve the producer
mobility issues and to increase the content availability in
dynamic environments. This scheme consists of two phases:
1) FIB construction phase and 2) link recovery phase for
producer mobility. In the FIB construction phase, Interest
flooding is employed to retrieve the routing information
and to populate the FIB entries. In response to the Interest
flooding, when a node receives the Data packets, it adds the
incoming and outgoing interfaces in the FIB with the name
and prefixes of content. The number of hops between the
producer and receiver node is added in the FIB entries to
select the best next-hop forwarder for future requests. The
second phase i.e., the link recovery phase, is used to update
the old and new paths to resolve the producer mobility for
new Interests. To detect the producer movement, this phase
uses a keep-alivemechanism. In thismechanism, the gateway
periodically sends the ping messages to check if the producer
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TABLE 7. Adaptive forwarding-based producer mobility schemes.

is still attached to its PoA. If it does not receive the response
from the producer, it sends the recovery message with the
content name to delete this path. The producer attached to
the new PoA sends the positive recovery message to add the
new forwarding information in the FIBs.

In [84], the authors proposed an adaptive forwarding
scheme for VANET named content connectivity and location-
aware forwarding (CCLF). In CCLF, the nodes broadcast the
NDN packets and allow other nodes to make independent
decisions. These decisions are based on two factors 1) the
success of the node in retrieving content, and 2) geo-location
information. More explicitly, the node sets a timer and for-
wards the packet on the timer expiration. The timer is set
in a way that the nodes which have a shorter distance to
the data location and better success ratio will forward the
Interest first. The neighboring nodes overhear the transmis-
sion and suppress their forwarding in case the same packet
is forwarded. This density-aware suppression mechanism,
in conjunction with the smart forwarding timer, significantly
reduces unnecessary packet transmissions and improves the
communication mobility scenarios.

The authors in [85] provided an adaptive mobile video
streaming and sharing mechanism by leveraging the multi
homing feature of NDN and aiming to address the video
traffic issue. In this scheme, the mobile nodes first try to fetch
the video content from local devices connected with the Wi-
Fi. If the content is not available locally, the mobile nodes
then switch to the cellular interface and fetch the content from
the server by adaptively adjusting the bit rate.

In [86], the authors proposed a producer mobility manage-
ment scheme where the producer node notifies the consumer
node and the network about the mobility by using a mobility

notification packet (MNP) after initiating the handoff event.
As soon as the consumer node receives the MNP, it stops
forwarding the Interest packets to the producer to avoid the
packet loss. After arriving at the new location, the producer
node forwards the mobility update packet (MUP) toward the
consumer node. On receiving the update packet, the consumer
node restarts the Interest forwarding mechanism toward the
new location of mobile producer. In the proposed scheme,
the newly introduced packet i.e., MNP and MUP follow the
modified forwarding plane instead of utilizing the FIB routing
information. The proposed scheme aims to reduce the packet
loss as well as the high bandwidth and signaling cost, how-
ever, the scheme does not provide any suitable solution for the
Interest packets that arrived during the handoff mechanism,
hence increasing the overall content retrieval delay.

The authors in [87] and [88] developed a context-aware
routing and forwardingmodel (CARF-NDN) for NDN-Based
VANET. The main motivation behind their approach is to
extract position information and create a database of a vehi-
cle’s neighbors by utilizing overhead packets rather than
beacon broadcast. The interest packets are then sent using
a geographical forwarding technique to their final destina-
tions. The downside of the proposed scheme is that the
use of context-aware routing and forwarding in NDN-based
VANETs may result in additional overhead, as the nodes may
require to constantly monitor the surroundings to update their
routing and forwarding tables based on the context whichmay
lead to an increased communication latency as well as packet
losses.

In [89] Quality of Service (QoS)-aware Software Defined
Mobility (SDM) architecture for Named Data Networking
(NDN) was proposed. The proposed work utilizes SDM to
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address the mobility issues in NDN and enhance the QoS of
the network. The architecture comprises of two key compo-
nents: a centralized SDM controller and a distributed NDN
forwarding plane. The SDM controller is responsible for
managing the mobility of NDN nodes, while the NDN for-
warding plane is responsible for forwarding NDN packets.
The proposed work utilizes a QoS-aware handoff mechanism
to achieve seamless handoff between different access points.
In addition, the architecture also utilizes a QoS-aware path
selection mechanism, which selects the path that provides the
best QoS for data transmission. The proposed architecture
also utilizes a QoS-aware caching mechanism, that caches
the most frequently accessed data closer to the users, thereby
reducing the latency and improving the QoS. The simulation
results shown significant improvement in terms of handoff
latency, network overhead, and data delivery ratio. Apart from
the benefits, the proposed architecture requires a centralized
SDM controller, which can introduce a single point of failure
and increase network latency. Adding to this, the proposed
scheme relies on network-wide knowledge of QoS, which can
be difficult to obtain and maintain in large-scale networks.
Summary and Insight: In this subsection, we critically

surveyed and presented the adaptive-based producer mobil-
ity schemes, and broadly categorized them into 1) mobil-
ity management in the wireless networks, and 2) mobility
management in wired networks. These schemes detect net-
work failures by constantly observing the Interest and Data
packet exchanges in the network which comes at the cost
of network overhead. Moreover, the Interest flooding mech-
anism proposed by some schemes to initially populate the
FIB entries may storm the network with multiple packet
exchanges subsequently increasing the chances of congestion
in the network. To avoid such congestion scenarios, a solution
such as the one presented in [84] has the potential to decrease
the transmission intensity of the packet. However, choos-
ing the optimal node for packet transmission, specifically in
wireless mobile networking, requires a careful and effective
selection procedure as the unpredictable contention in the
wireless channel and intermittent connectivity due to fast-
moving nodes frequently changes the network topology con-
sequently invalidating the existing selection criteria. In terms
of mobility transparency, the schemes such as [77] and [78]
provide transparent mobility to the consumer nodes in the
network. The reason is that these schemes tend to update
the routing information immediately after encountering the
producer movement employing various mechanisms such as
the keep-alive method and Interest timer expiry based on the
distance from the MP node.

6) LOCATION-BASED MOBILITY MANAGEMENT SCHEMES
Similar to other producer mobility management schemes, the
objective of location-based schemes is to reduce the network
traffic overhead. To this end, the geographical location of
either the content itself or the original producer is employed
to ensure content availability when the producer node moves

from one geographical location to another. In the following,
we surveyed some of the location-based mobility manage-
ment schemes and provided our critical insight considering
their underlying working mechanisms. A brief overview of
each location-based mobility management scheme in terms
of contribution and limitation is presented in Table 8

Duarte et al. [90] proposed the solution of source mobil-
ity in the vehicular environment by combining the concepts
of floating content (FC) and home repository (HRP). The
proposed scheme utilizes the concept of FC, according to
which when a vehicle node moves from a certain region
where initially the content was generated and advertised,
it replicates the content to the remaining neighboring vehicle
nodes in that certain location. By this means, the content
remains in its location even when the mobile vehicle moves
away. That certain geographical region where the content is
originally produced and advertised is named as anchor zone
(AZ). The vehicular nodes that receive the replicas make
sure that they are in the same AZ to satisfy future content
requests. Later, when these nodes leave the AZ, they also
replicate the content to the other available nodes. However,
this replication can cause huge overhead specifically in the
wireless communication scenarios. To avoid extra overhead,
the replications are made according to the density of vehicles
within the AZ. In case when there is no vehicle available in
the AZ to keep the replicas of content, the proposed scheme
uses the concept of HRP combined with the FC to avoid
unsatisfied requests. HR is kept in the region to keep the
replicas of content.

In [91], the authors proposed a mobile VNDN framework
in which a geolocation-based scheme is adopted to resolve the
vehicular mobility issues. In this scheme, an advertisement
packet is introduced by the authors, which is used by the con-
tent producers to disseminate information of available content
objects in the network. The proposed scheme employs two
content dissemination approaches:1) advertised content and
2) on-demand content. In the first approach, when the content
producers generate the content, they send the advertisement
messages in the network to advertise available content objects
to the consumer vehicles. In the latter approach, content that
has not been yet advertised by the producer is requested
by the consumer vehicle on demand. To select the for-
warders of advertisement messages, the sweet spot concept is
introduced. Vehicles within the sweet spot (certain location)
are considered to have a high probability of accessing a
larger number of vehicles to forward advertisementmessages.
In this mechanism, each vehicle within the sweet spot selects
a timer based on the distance to the destination vehicle.
The vehicle closer to the destination sets a small timer and
forwards the message as the timer expires. MobiVNDN to
improve VANET application’s performance in high mobility
scenarios, and overcome the broadcast storms, and packet
redundancy.

In [92] and [93], Rao et al. proposed a locator-based
mobility management approach. In this approach, when a
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TABLE 8. Location based producer mobility schemes.

MP changes its location, it sends an update message to its
current PoA to inform about its handoff process. When the
current PoA receives this handoff initiation message, it starts
to buffer the Interest messages for the mobile producer during
the producer handoff. When the mobile producer completes
its handoff, it updates the old PoA about the completion
of the handoff process. After receiving this handoff com-
pletion message, the old PoA modifies the Interest packets
by updating the new location of the producer and forwards
them all towards the producer. This approach reduces the
handoff latency and helps to prevent the Interest packet loss
on the path towards the old location of the mobile producer
by buffering the Interest packets, however, it might not be
suitable for time-sensitive applications.

The authors in [94] proposed a controller-based intelligent
location and energy-aware protocol to address the consumer,
producer, and intermediate mobility issues in wireless mobile
ad-hoc networks. The SDN controller with an overall topo-
logical view and battery information of each networking
node provide updated route information to the nodes in case
of mobility events. Moreover, to keep the controller CEN-
TRAL_TABLE updated about the new location, the mobile
nodes check and compare their own location by consulting
the local NEIGHBOR_TABLE and inform the controller
using the Node_Info packet if the location is changed com-
pletely. In so doing, the controller provides updated mobility
related to any node in the network. Although the proposed
solution keeps track of the mobile node changes in the
network, it comes at the cost of excessive communication
work-load require to update the mobility events, especially

in scenarios where mobile nodes frequently change
location.

In [95], a robust location-based forwarding technique
for low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks makes use of
the inter-satellite links (ISL) grid structure and informa-
tion on the satellites’ relative positions to carry out NDN
packet forwarding was proposed. In the proposed work the
packet forwarding is performed at each node using only
local information (node’s location and destination locations).
Through extensive software-based simulations, the authors
claimed that their proposed forwarding strategy has the poten-
tial to support the future efficient and successful deploy-
ment of the NDN architecture in LEO satellite networks.
Apart from potential benefits, location-based forwardingmay
require a heavy degree of inter-nodes satellite coordination,
which is somewhat difficult tomaintain.Moreover, additional
resources are required to compute the location of nodes and
satellites.
Summary and Insight: In this section, we analyzed geo-

location-based mobility management schemes proposed for
NDN. From the discussion, we can see that geolocation is
either added into the packet header and shared with other
nodes in the network to update FIB entries, or a certain
geographical location is considered to store the content when
theMPmoves. In the latter case, the nodes in the geographical
location keep on replicating the content on neighboring nodes
if the new MPs also change the location. The location-based
mobility management approaches provide mobility trans-
parency solutions to the consumer nodes by following a sim-
ilar approach as described in the caching-based approaches.
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As explained earlier, these schemes replicate the content in
a certain location before moving to the new location. In so
doing, even after mobile producer node’s movement, the
Data can be retrieved from the old location. These schemes,
no doubt, resolve the producer mobility issue in the network,
though violates the fundamental principle which advocates
that the NDN is location-independent communication archi-
tecture.

B. CONSUMER MOBILITY
NDN, due to its content-centric nature, natively supports
consumer mobility in the network. To fetch the desired Data,
the consumer node transmits an Interest packet in the net-
work. The Interest packet—while searching for the Data,
leaves a bread-crumb trail on the IR. Once the Interest packet
reaches the producer region, the producer node constructs the
Data packet and forwards it back to the consumer. The Data
packet follows the bread-crumb trail on the way back to the
consumer node. A brief description highlighting the contribu-
tions and limitations of each consumer mobility management
scheme is presented in Table 9.

The maintenance of the bread-crumb trail in PIT helps
in providing the native support to consumer mobility. If the
consumer node moves from one PoA to another, it can re-
transmit the similar Interest packet. In doing so, the new
and similar Interest packet may reach the IR that still has
a PIT entry from the old Interest packet. In the presence of
a PIT entry, the IR simply aggregates the incoming face-id
and forwards the Data packet once received. In the absence
of a PIT, the IR simply forwards the packet to the next IR
and the chances are that the next IR may have the PIT entry.
In addition to PIT aggregation, NDN caching at IR may
provide the desired Data and in so doing, the new Interest
packet will not be forwarded to the original producer node.
It is to be noted that the consumer mobility in NDN is highly
dependent on the assumption that the paths of the old Interest
packet and the retransmitted Interest packet may cross each
other at IR’s. If the paths cross each other, then re-transmitted
Interest packets can be fetched either from the IR’s cache or
by aggregating the new Interest packet with the old Interest
packet in PIT. Contrarily, if these paths never cross each other
then the request must have to be forwarded to the original
producer of the Data, consequently increasing the network
overhead. To cope with such scenarios, various consumer
mobility schemes have been proposed in the literature and are
described as follows. Figure 10 shows the typical behavior
of consumer mobility in NDN. In the given figure, the mobile
consumer transmits Interest to the producer node (Step 1).
However, the consumer node changes its location before
receiving the Data packet (Step 2). After its relocation, the
requested Data packet arrives at the previous location of the
consumer node (Step 3). To retrieve the content, the consumer
node retransmits the Interest packet from the new location as
per consumer mobility support provided by NDN (Step 4).
On its way to the producer node, this retransmitted Interest
packet finds the cached Data at the NAR2 since this router is

FIGURE 10. Typical behavior of consumer mobility in NDN.

on the same path where the previous Interest packet passed
through and the Data packet was previously cached at this
access router. When retransmitted Interest arrives at NAR2,
the cached Data packet is returned to the consumer (Step 5)
hence reducing the delay even after its relocation.

The consumer mobility schemes are organized into dif-
ferent categories and a detailed explanation is provided as
follows.

1) HOP COUNT BASED CONSUMER MOBILITY
In addition to native consumer mobility support, Ahmad
et al [96], proposed an efficient solution to locate the con-
sumer in case if its location is changed in vehicular communi-
cation scenarios. The authors introduced a data dissemination
limit (DDL) field in the Data packet and set its limit to
slightly higher than the number of hops that an Interest packet
traversed. The inclusion of DDL has twofold benefits: 1) the
broadcast storm can be avoided since theData packet can only
be traversed back up to the certain number of hop defined in
the DDL field and 2) the slight increase in the number of hops
comparing to the Interest packet hops, enable the network to
locate the consumer even if it has changed the location and
currently moved 2-3 hops away.

In [97], Duarte et al. proposed a novel VNDN routing pro-
tocol in which the issues of consumer mobility are resolved.
Due to consumer mobility, disruptions could occur in the
communication links between the forwarders of Data mes-
sages causing reverse-path partitioning problems (RPP). Due
to RPP, the Data packet cannot be delivered to the content
requester, ultimately degrading the application performance.
To resolve the RPP issues, the authors proposed an auxiliary
forwarding set (AFS) in this paper. In AFS, a set of extra
forwarder vehicles are selected to forward the Data message
in the case of RPP. AFS considers different input parame-
ters to calculate the probability of RPP among the Interest
forwarders. If the RPP occurrence probability rate is high,
an extra set of forwarder vehicles are selected to forward
the Data packets towards the consumer besides the original
forwarders. This scheme maintains high-Interest satisfaction
rates, hence, improving the content delivery ratio. However,
this approach is not much suitable in scenarios with low
vehicular densities.
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TABLE 9. Consumer mobility schemes.

Duarte et al. further extended their work in [98] by
proposing two solutions to deal with the low densities
of vehicles in the VANET. The proposed mechanisms
include 1) agent delegation for VNDN (VNDN-RSU) and
2) store-carry-forward for VNDN (VNDN-SCF). The for-
mer mechanism relies on infrastructure (RSU) to forward
the Interest messages to the producer. However, RSUs are
not available frequently worldwide. In the latter mechanism,

the subsequent neighbor nodes carry the messages towards
the producer vehicle. In this mechanism, when a vehicle
transmits the message towards the neighbor vehicle, it over-
hears the communication medium that either the message
is delivered to the next vehicle or not. If the message is
not delivered, the forwarder vehicle retransmits the Inter-
est packet after a certain period towards the subsequent
vehicle.
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2) CACHING BASED CONSUMER MOBILITY
In [99], the authors proposed a proactive caching scheme
(OpCCMob) in which the required Data is proactively cached
at the optimal routers so that the requests can be fulfilled
without anymultihop retransmissions in the case of consumer
mobility. To find the optimal routers for the Data placement,
the future location of mobile consumer is predicted. Also, the
future Interest requests are predicted using the request pat-
tern predictors. This scheme is appropriate for the consumer
mobility issues since it reduces the Interest retransmissions,
however, it increases the network complexity.

Huang et al. [100] proposed a cluster-based caching
scheme for mobility issues. In this scheme, the authors pro-
posed two methods: 1) prediction-based clustering algorithm
and 2) cooperative caching. In the first method, the mobility
predictions for the vehicles are made and the vehicles with
the samemobility patterns are grouped into the same clusters.
These predictions are made using the Markov Model. The
link expiration time is also predicted that helps in choosing
the suitable cluster heads for the caching purpose. In the latter
method, the cluster heads are selected among all the vehicular
clusters, and then the content is cached at the suitable cluster
heads. The cached data is also categorized into two types: 1)
most popular data (MPD) and 2) least popular data (LPD).
MPD is cached at the cluster heads whereas LPD is cached at
various cluster members. The proposed scheme with the help
of the aforementioned caching mechanism serves the Data to
the consumer, even if it relocates to the new position.

In [101], the authors proposed prefetching scheme named
proactive multi-level scheme (PMCS) to support consumer
mobility. In this scheme, content is prefetched at a predicted
neighboring router during the consumer handover event.
Before the handover event, the consumer notifies the con-
nected router (CR) about the handover. The CR selects neigh-
boring routers that possess a high probability of consumer
connection after handover, to cache the content requested by
the consumer. Moreover, CR sends the neighbor packets to
the consumer containing the information about the neighbor-
ing packets. CR forwards the information about the content
to be fetched, to the neighbor routers, which on receiving the
content information, fetch the requested content in advance
from the producer and cache it for future mobile consumer
requests. When the consumer connects to the new router,
it sends the request to the neighbor router and retrieves the
content without any further delays. This scheme reduces the
latency as the consumer does not need to fetch the content
by starting the fetching mechanism from the scratch, instead,
it can directly retrieve the content from the caches.

In [102], Khelifi et al. proposed a proactive caching-based
mobility prediction scheme in which long short-time mem-
ory (LSTM) algorithm is used to predict the next roadside
unit (RSU) to which vehicle connects in the future. When a
vehicle requests the data to an RSU, it provides the consumer
vehicle with the required data as much as it can, and then
the remaining data is proactively cached at the predicted next

FIGURE 11. Proactive caching-based mobility solution.

RSU. When the vehicle passes through the next RSU, it can
retrieve the remaining data without any delay. Hence, this
scheme helps to mitigate the latency effects during the data
retrieval process.

Figure 11 presents the proactive caching-based mobility
solution. As shown in the figure, when a vehicle requests the
data to the RSU1 (arrow a), it forwards the request to the
infrastructure to get the required content (arrow b1). At the
same time, RSU1 predicts the next RSUs with which the
consumer vehicle will connect in the future i.e., RSU2 and
RSU3 and it forwards the requests to these RSUs (arrows
b2 & b3 respectively). Then, the infrastructure provides the
requested content to RSU1 (arrow c1) and at the same time,
RSU2 and RSU3 will forward the requests to the infrastruc-
ture (arrows c2 & c3 respectively). RSU1 forwards the Data
to the consumer vehicle (arrow d1) and on the other side,
infrastructure provides the requested Data to the RSU2 and
RSU3 which is then cached at these RSUs (arrows d2 & d3
respectively). When the vehicle arrives at RSU2, it sends the
request for the Data (arrow e). Since the next Data chunks
are already cached at RSU2, it will forward the Data chunks
to the consumer vehicle immediately (arrow f). Similarly,
the consumer vehicle gets the remaining chunks from RSU3
(arrows g & h). This scheme, however, does not consider
the vehicle speed which may cause unnecessary data storage
in case if the vehicle does not enter the range of the next
predicted RSU.

3) CONTROL MESSAGES BASED CONSUMER MOBILITY
In [89], the authors proposed a mobility link service (MLS)
that is used to manage the transaction between the NDN
default gateway (NDG) and the mobile node consumer
(MNC). This MLS is proposed to support seamless consumer
mobility by reestablishing the connection to the previous
NDG instead of creating a new transaction. The authors pro-
posed new control messages such as data segment messages,
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status report messages, and acknowledge messages in this
scheme. These control messages are used to support con-
sumer mobility, retransmission, and segmentation purposes.
MLS assembles all the received data segment messages dur-
ing the transaction and sends them to the MNC. However,
if a consumer changes its location before the transaction
completion, it sends the status report message to retrieve
the lost content messages due to the interrupted connection.
In the status report message, the consumer informs the NDG
about its updated address and the sequence number of the lost
messages. In this way, it reestablishes the previous transaction
using the MLS for the retrieval of the remaining missing con-
tent. After the transaction completion, if the consumer wants
to request new content, it establishes a new connection by
sending a new Interest packet in the current network by using
the anycast address. This scheme helps tomaintain a seamless
connection after the consumer handover; however, the control
messages increase the overhead in the network, and hence,
reducing the overall network performance. To reduce the
network overhead, the authors proposed an improved version
by reducing the control messages [104]. In this proposed
work, the authors used two types of control messages named
1)MLS fragment message and 2) status report message. MLS
scheme overall reduces the Interest retransmissions and the
handoff delay since it does not create a new connection after
consumer handover. However, the content retrieval delay is
increased in the scenarios where consumer handoffs from one
network to another.

4) LOCATION BASED CONSUMER MOBILITY
In [103], authors proposed a vicinity-based approach to fetch
the content from the nearby replicas instead of fetching
content from a faraway producer. Authors further used this
approach in the mobile environments, to support consumer
mobility [106]. In the proposed scheme, the authors consider
a scenario in which the consumer node forwards an Interest to
the attachedNAR and handoffs to another NARbefore receiv-
ing the requested content. The old NAR caches this received
content and publishes its content list to the nodes in its
vicinity. The content list contains the names of content cached
in the CS of the publishing node. All the other nodes that
cache the content coming from the producer also forwards
the content list to their vicinities. In the proposed scenario,
the new NAR is one hop away from the old NAR. When the
old NAR publishes its content list, the newNAR also receives
this list. It saves the mappings of the content list objects
with the receiving interface in its FIB. If a node receives the
same content name in the content lists coming from different
faces, it saves all the faces with the hop distance (cost). Then
the Interest is forwarded to the node at a low cost (nearer
to the consumer). When the consumer sends the Interest to
the new NAR, it checks the FIB and forwards the Interest
to the nearest cache node and fetches the content. Hence,
the consumer does not need to fetch the content from the
producer which can be far away from the consumer. However,

if the producer node is nearer, then the content is fetched from
it directly. This scheme reduces the content retrieval delay as
it can receive content from the nearest node. However, this
increases the network overhead since the nodes publish their
content list after every predetermined time interval.

In [107], mobility management and ubiquitous flow con-
trol (robust flow scheduling) in a software defined mobile
IoT environment are achieved by distributing multiple con-
trollers in various regions of the network. These controllers
coordinate with each other for seamless and scalable mobility
management (Distributed controllers perform tasks such as
managing mobility in coordination with each other, deter-
mining the access point, and flow scheduling). There are two
classes of controllers in this scheme: 1) associated controller,
a kind of management node to which the device is currently
attached and 2) supervisory control. The associated controller
is the node with which the device is currently attached.
Whereas the supervisory controller is assigned to each new
IoT device when it enters the network, thus maintain, and
manage all the devices under its administration. When the
consumer mobile device relocates to the new position and
attaches to another associated controller, the new controller
gets the information about the previously associated con-
troller from the supervisory controller and in turn, connects
with it. In doing so, the new controller fetches all the previous
flow information of the mobile consumer and reroutes them
through new paths. This approach decreases the delay and
increases network efficiency.

In [108], Diego et al. proposed a seamless consumermobil-
ity management approach in the named data networks using
a vehicular environment. The proposed scheme introduced
a central entity named Mobility Manager (MM), which is
responsible to keep track of mobile consumers as well as their
next point of attachment i.e., RSU. MM communicates with
the current RSUs of the mobile consumer utilizing the newly
proposed packets named Interest Switch and Data Switch,
aiming to predict the future RSUs in advance of consumer
mobility. Moreover, it creates communication paths between
future RSUs and content providers.
Summary and Insight: In this sub-section, we surveyed

various consumer mobility management schemes proposed
in the NDN literature. Although the vanilla NDN claims the
innate support for consumer mobility, a plethora of situations
occur where default consumer mobility support does not
work well. For instance, as discussed earlier, it might be
possible that the path followed by the retransmitted Interest
may not cross with the path taken by the old Interest packet
which in turn forces the retransmitted Interest to fetch from
the original producer. Such situations, if occur, increase the
Interest satisfaction delay as well as the chances of congestion
in the network. Various solutions, aiming to resolve such
issues, have been proposed in the literature and among them,
as expected, the caching-based solutions gained much atten-
tion from the research community. Other than the caching,
centralized controller-based solutions have also been pro-
posedwhichmaintain the flow control and reroutes the packet
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if the consumer node changes the location in the network.
In terms of mobility transparency, several consumer mobility
management schemes such as [98], [101], [102], [103], [106],
and [107], to some extent support mobility transparency.
For instance, the scheme proposed in [98] retains a high
satisfaction rate even after the mobility event occurs in the
network, consequently, improves the end-user QoS. Simi-
larly, the consumer mobility management scheme proposed
in [101] offered a caching mechanism that serves the Data to
themobile consumer—even if the consumer itself relocates to
the new location—without any delays. Likewise, the scheme
presented in [102] provides mobility transparency with the
help of prefetchingmechanism.However, a few schemes such
as [106] and [107] tend to share certain information among
the nearby nodes which ultimately increase the network over-
head in the resource constrained environments.

C. HYBRID (CONSUMER & PRODUCER) MOBILITY
Hybrid mobility referred to a situation where both the con-
sumer and producer nodes are prone to change the location
in the network. Managing networks that incorporate both
mobile consumers and producers are even more challenging
comparing standalone mobility solutions. In the following,
we surveyed various such techniques that resolve the hybrid
mobility issues in the network. Moreover, Table 10 highlights
the contributions and limitations of each hybrid mobility
scheme. The hybrid producer mobility schemes are organized
into different categories and a detailed explanation is pro-
vided as follows.

1) FIB BASED HYBRID MOBILITY
In [109], authors introduced on-path resolver architecture
(OPRA) in which some of the ARs are equipped with a
resolver entity that is responsible for the route resolution. The
point of attachment of producer and consumer are considered
as home resolvers which keep all the routing updates regard-
ing the producer and consumer. Figure 12 (a) and (b) illus-
trate producer and consumer mobility support mechanisms,
respectively. In Figure 12(a), at first, the consumer sends the
Interest packet to the producer’s original location (arrow 1).
At this point, the producer performs the handover and relo-
cates to another location. To provide support for the mobile
producer, the OPRA introduces a new packet named binding
update packet which is used to inform the movement of the
producer. After the relocation, the producer sends the binding
update packet to its home resolver (arrow 2). When the home
resolver receives the binding update packet, it caches the
binding information in the binding information table (BIT).
The BIT includes the content name and the routing tag which
represent the name of the resolver with which the mobile
producer is currently attached. Following the OPRA working
mechanism, when the Interest packet intended for the mobile
producer arrives at the home resolver, it updates the Interest
packet with the name of the new resolver with which the
producer is attached. This way the Interest is directed to
the new location of the producer (arrow 3). The consumer

FIGURE 12. Hybrid mobility support in OPRA.

mobility on the other hand is presented in Figure 12(b),
in which the consumer node changes the location before the
Data packet arrives. When the consumer node is relocated to
the new position, it retransmits the Interest packet with the
updated routing tag to its home resolver where the previously
requested Data might have arrived. Similar to the mobile
producer routing tag, the consumer tag also includes the name
of the home resolver. The retransmitted Interest packet arrives
at the home resolver following the routes in the FIB (arrow 2).
Home resolver, on receiving the updated routing tag-based
Interest packet, forwards the Data to the new location of the
consumer. In this way, the consumer can retrieve the content
without any delay.

In [110], the authors proposed a data plane and control
plane separation approach in which the controller node is
used. In this approach, the network is divided into several
AS. Each AS is assigned with one controller node and
these controller nodes can exchange topological information
with each other. When a producer node relocates in an AS,
it updates the controller node, which then updates the FIB
tables accordingly in the routers. When a consumer changes
its location, it reissues the Interest packets to the controller,
which then finds the best optimal path for the consumer.
Hence, this approach helps to prevent Interest or Data packet
loss. This scheme also reduces the handover latency, since the
producer informs the controller about its relocation before the
handoff, which seamlessly completes the process. However,
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TABLE 10. Hybrid mobility schemes.

this scheme fails to take into account the single point of failure
issue.

Kim et al. [111] and [112] proposed efficient schemes to
resolve both consumer mobility and producer mobility. In the
proposed work, the authors adopted three different efficient
mechanisms to resolve the producer mobility in the network.
In one of the proposed mechanisms, RV acts as a naming
server, that keeps the tracks of MP. When a consumer sends
Interest to the MP, it waits for a certain amount of time
period for the response from MP. If it does not receive the
response, it requests the RV for the updated location of MP.
RV sends the updated content name to the consumer node
so that it can access the MP directly at its new location.
This scheme, however, induces high handoff latency which is
its major drawback. The authors further introduced another
approach in which RV acts as an indirection point or a relay
server between consumer node and MP, to minimize the
handoff latency. In this proposed approach, before the handoff

initiation, MP informs the nearby indirection point. After
handoff notification, when RV receives interests for the MP,
it keeps buffering the Interest packets. After the completion
of MP’s handoff, RV forwards the buffered Interests to the
MP and forwards the received corresponding Data packets
back to the consumer node by encapsulation/decapsulation.
This scheme reduces the handoff latency as compared to the
previous one, however, the round-trip time (RTT) is much
higher than that. Also, this indirection point scheme can cause
the single point of failure issue since all the communications
in the network take place using this central entity. Authors
further proposed routing-based approaches named 1) Interest
forwarding and 2) zone flooding. These approaches reduce
both the handoff latency as well as the RTT as compared
to the other two approaches., in which the name updates
are not involved right after the MP handoff. In the former
approach, MP informs the previous AR before the handoff
initiation so that it buffers the upcoming interests for the
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MP. After it connects to the new AR, the current AR sends
a virtual Interest packet from the new AR to the previous
AR. This Interest creates the FIBs at the IRs as well to direct
the Interest towards the updated location of MP. When the
previous AR receives this virtual Interest, it forwards all the
buffered Interest packets towards the new location ofMP. The
FIB entries created by the virtual Interest have a lifetime,
which expires after the communication is ended. In the latter
approach, the copies of Interest packets are forwarded to the
multiple routers with which MP can get attached to. In this
proposed architecture, to resolve the user-side mobility, the
authors considered the scenario for the real-time applications.
This scheme introduced the persistent Interest packets for the
retrieval of real-time content i-e Tv live streaming. Persistent
Interest packets stay in the PITs for the lifetime even after
the completion of Data retrieval. However, if the consumer
relocates, this persistent Interest remains in the PIT which
leads to the wastage of resources. To resolve this issue, the
authors introduced two mechanisms named 1) bit embedding
and 2) signaling messages. Also, in the proposed scheme, the
authors recommend that the user should choose the AP in
which the copy of requested content is available, besides con-
sidering signal strength and attached nodes, to avail higher
throughput. To select the optimal AP for the Data retrieval in
CCN, the user can send copies of Interest to multiple APs,
and based on the content retrieval rate, it can choose optimal
AP. In [113], the authors proposed location-based content
delivery approach in vehicular scenarios. In this approach,
geo-location addresses are used to perform communications
among the vehicles. The proposed work provides solution not
only for the producer mobility but for the consumer mobility
as well. When either the producer or consumer completes
the handover operation, it performs the respective handover
algorithm in a unicast way to update the routing entries
correctly. In the proposed work, the producer or consumer
sends hello message on a regular basis to its nearest access
point (AP) so that its paths are always up-to-dated. When
the provider detects it change of location, it performs the
handover algorithm by sending the Geo-Provider HandOver
message to its new AP. The new AP then creates the FIB
entry for the newly attached provider. However, the previous
AP deletes the FIB entries for the corresponding provider
since it does not receive hello message from the provider
anymore. For the receiver mobility, if the receiver starts the
handover before receiving the requested content, it performs
the receiver handover algorithm. In this algorithm, it sends
the handover message to the new AP, which then connects
with the previous AP of the receiver and hence the previously
requested content can be retrieved even after the handover.
This scheme however has high network overhead.

2) PIT BASED HYBRID MOBILITY
Yan et al. [114] proposed a distributed mobility manage-
ment scheme that is suitable for both the consumer and the
producer mobility. This scheme introduces a new signaling

message named a control packet which is sent from the old
AR to the new AR before the handover of the attached con-
sumer or producer. This control packet contains information
about the new AR and the pending content of the moving
producer/consumer. In the case of consumer mobility, the
control packet helps to update the PIT entries which enables
the Data packets to arrive directly at the new AR. While
in the case of producer mobility, the control packet updates
the routing path information to send the Interest packets
directly to the new AR. In this approach, a branching node
is selected, which provides transmission paths for both the
new and old AR. The branching node helps to update the
routing paths accordingly. In this scheme, a handover failure
occurs if the consumer/producer does not connect to the new
selected AR. To recover from such failure, the proposed
scheme uses the timer approach in the control packet to
adjust the newly added FIBs or PITs. The proposed scheme
helps to minimize the handoff delay in the case of consumer
mobility and reduces the routing update costs in the scenario
of producer mobility. However, the major drawback of the
proposed scheme is that it only considers the scenarios with
two terminals involved, which is not practical for real-life
scenarios.

3) STORAGE POINT BASED HYBRID MOBILITY
Wang et al. [115], proposed a fog assisted ICN approach
to resolve the producer and consumer mobility. The authors
introduced a fog computing layer in between the ICN layer
and the IoV. In this approach, vehicles do not publish the Data
themselves, instead, they offload the Data to the fog layer,
where fog nodes further process, store and publish the Data
to the ICN layer. The storage of Data at the fog computing
layer helps to support producer mobility. When the fog node
publishes its Data, it also caches the data for future use.
However, the limitation of Data storage is not being discussed
in the proposed scheme. To retrieve the content requested by
the consumer, fog nodes maintain a random unique name
(RUN) table to store the location of the consumer node.
When the required Data packet is received at the fog node,
it computes the address location of the mobile consumer and
directly transmits the Data packet to the consumer. Following
this scheme working standards, even if the consumer changes
its location during the content retrieval, there is no additional
mechanism required to support its mobility, as the fog nodes
track the consumer using the location information stored in
the RUN table.
Summary and Insight: In this subsection, we described the

hybridmobilitymanagement solutions for NDN. The covered
solutions mainly utilize the previous PoA and forwards a
packet on reaching the new location, aiming to construct
a path between the new PoA and old PoA. In doing so,
when the Interest or Data in case of consumer or producer
movement arrive at the old location, they can seamlessly
be redirected to the new location. In terms of mobility
transparency, a few hybrid mobility management schemes,
to some degree, support mobility transparency. For instance,
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the scheme proposed in [98] decreases the end-user delay by
caching the content on fog nodes, and as a result, provides
a transparent mobility solution to the consumer nodes in the
network. Although, the covered schemes provided some effi-
cient solutions to cope with the hybrid mobility management
issues, almost all of the use-case scenarios presented in the
above schemes do not consider the pure wireless MANET
consisting of themobile consumer, mobile producer, and even
mobile IRs. In MANETs, as the whole network presents the
mobile profile, handling the mobility issues is even more
challenging. The following important points are of utmost
importance to be considered while designing the solutions to
cope with the issues of MANETs. Since the mobile nodes
are equipped with the ad-hoc interface, the Interest or Data
packet can be forwarded in a broadcasting manner. Con-
sidering this fact, the proposed solution should incorporate
the controlled broadcast-based solutions that aim to reduce
the network overhead. Moreover, as the whole network is
mobile including the IRs, it is of utmost importance to
consider whether the utilization of PIT and FIB are cost-
effective and beneficial. The reason is if mobile IRs are
frequently changing the location in the network, their PIT
and FIB entries become obsolete in a very short period
leading to invalidating the routing and forwarding paths.
Such behavior in turn increases the network overhead and
congestion due to resource unavailability issues. Conclud-
ing our final remarks, we would like to urge the research
community to do further research in this direction to resolve
the questions/issues we raised and presented in the domain
of MANETs.

V. DISCUSSION: MOBILITY CHALLENGES AND FUTURE
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this section, we have provided futuristic insights on the
challenges associated with nodes mobility in different net-
working scenarios. Moreover, we also discussed the role of
futuristic technologies in mobile NDN. The organization of
this section is as follows. At first, we discussed the promising
vision of artificial intelligence (AI) to resolve network mobil-
ity issues. Here we specifically discussed the machine learn-
ing and federated learning approaches that have the potential
to address various issues. Secondly, we presented the new
emerging paradigm called in-network computations through
edge computing (EC) and vehicular fog computing (VFC)
and discussed the research challenges that a networkmay face
due to mobile nodes. Thirdly, we discussed the mobility chal-
lenges and their potential solution in the domain of resource-
constrained IoT. Fourthly, we provided our insights on the
integration of software-defined networking (SDN) with NDN
in combating the NDNmobility issues. Finally, we concluded
this section by providing a detailed discussion, in terms of
mobility management, on general VANETs and the rise of
autonomous driving networks.

A. MOBILE NODES AND THE PROMISING VISION OF
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The increasing amount of mobile data in wireless networks
requires sophisticated technologies and additional resources
for efficient end-to-end data delivery. To cope with such
highlymobile and dynamic data traffic, various AI techniques
such as machine learning (ML), deep learning (DL), and fed-
erated learning (FL), among others, can be applied to achieve
efficient solutions for NDN based producer and consumer
mobility.

1) MACHINE LEARNING FOR MOBILE NODES
Most of the traditional wireless mobile networks employ
reactive solutions for mobility management which typi-
cally comes at the cost of high latency [116]. However,
the machine learning-based solutions, on the other hand,
if employed, enables proactive decision-making for better
mobility management.
Example Scenario: An example in the above case could be

the utilization of multiple available interfaces on connected
mobile vehicular networks. Typically, a modern vehicle may
equip with multiple transmission technologies (interfaces)
such as 1) Bluetooth, ultra-wideband (UWB), and ZigBee—
generally used for short-range communication, 2) dedicated
short-range communication (DSRC) and Wi-Fi used for
medium-range communication, 3) cellular-vehicle to every-
thing (C-V2X) and 5G New Radio (5G-NR) used for long-
range communication [116], enabling a modern vehicle to
select and communicate over different transmission inter-
faces. These vehicles when utilizing NDN as an underly-
ing communication architecture, greatly leverage from the
default multihoming feature of NDN. With the multihoming
feature of NDN, a modern vehicle can utilize more than
one transmission technology for communication at the same
time. Moreover, based on the various parameters such as
traffic congestion, wireless channel condition, and data rate
requirement, a modern vehicle may also choose the optimal
interface—or a set of interfaces—for communication. To this
end, a vehicle may employ various ML or DL-based pre-
diction schemes to select the best performing transmission
interface, enabling proactive decision making which in turn
improves the overall performance of the modern vehicular
networks.

2) FEDERATED LEARNING FOR MOBILE NODES
In addition to ML or DL for mobility management, the FL
which has gained extensive attention in the recent past from
both industry and academia can be utilized to improve the
performance of the mobile network. FL enables the mobile
communication nodes to learn the networking environment
in a collaborative manner and share prediction models aim-
ing to improve the overall network performance. The FL in
mobile networking can be envisioned as distributed learning
approach where each node initially learns (model training)
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the flow of the networking traffic on its own based on the
incoming and outgoing Interest/Data packets. Once the local
model is trained, it can then be shared with network man-
agement entities such as RV, HR, and centralize controllers.
These entities on the receiving the model trained by each
node in the network, combine them all and take the average
to improve the shared model. Once the average model is
obtained, it can then be reshared with the mobile nodes in
the network to make appropriate decisions if mobility events
occur in the future. Moreover, the NDN caching mechanism
stores the consumer-requested data (comprised of both sen-
sitive and nonsensitive information) at multiple static and
mobile entities distributed across the network, securing such
data is highly essential to avoid privacy leakage, poisoning,
or backdoor attacks. Federated learning-backed frameworks
such as multi-tentacle federated learning (MTFL) [117] can
be adapted to reduce the chances of aforementioned attacks
and ensure the trustiness of stored data on static and mobile
nodes across various network nodes.
Example Scenario: To further understand the importance

of the aforementioned scenario, let us take an example of
a network consisting of various static and mobile nodes.
Assume that the network is administrated by RV which
has the overall control of the network. In such a network,
each node monitors the incoming Interest/Data traffic flow,
and in the case when the NDN negative acknowledgment
is received– due to the mobile node movement, from any
of its immediate neighbors it can learn the local movement
pattern of the nodes. Once the local model is trained, the node
shares the trained model with the RV, which on receiving the
model may combine it with other models from other nodes.
It is worth noting here that the nodes are only sharing the
trained model rather than sharing the sensitive details of the
packet such as content name and/or Data packet signature,
which consequently protect the information and is the core
requirement of FL. By sharing the models, not only RV learns
the overall mobility patterns in the network, but the individual
nodes when receiving the updated model from the RV, also
learn the mobility pattern of other nodes in their vicinity. As a
result, the nodes will be able to make appropriate decisions
in case of consumer/producer node mobility in the network.

3) AI FOR GENERAL MOBILITY ISSUES
In addition to the aforementioned discussion, let us now
briefly discuss the manifold problems, with the help of
various example scenario, in existing mobility management
schemes that can be further improved by utilizing AI tech-
niques.
Example Scenarios: The prefetching-based approaches

discussed in the previous section can greatly leveraged from
the AI. For instance, the request patterns of the mobile client
can be tracked by applying the ML algorithms and in doing
so, the content can be perfetched and cached at the next
nearby node for future consumer requests. Similarly, in vehic-
ular scenarios, when a consumer vehicle requests the required

content, it is possible that the complete Data cannot be
retrieved during the connection time. In these cases,MLmod-
els can be applied in the vehicular networks which can predict
the next RSUs and can prefetch the remaining content chunks
before. Similar approach is used by the authors in [69] and
[70] in which they use the Markov chain model to predict
the next RSU of the mobile vehicle and cache the content
beforehand. In so doing, applying machine learning-based
techniques in a vehicular environment has the potential to
reduce the content retrieval delay and ultimately improve the
network performance.

Additionally, let’s recall the tracing-based mobility man-
agement scheme presented in the section IV-A1. As men-
tioned previously, in tracing-based solutions selecting an
optimal expiry timer to invalidate the trace setup is a challeng-
ing task and may lead to network performance degradation.
To improve the accuracy of expiry timer value, similar to
other AI-based solutions, different ML-based techniques can
be utilized which basically monitor the trace setup traffic and
mobility events in the network. Based on the recorded values
of mobility events and trace traffic, the ML algorithms can
predict a comparatively better expiry timer value and hence
improve the overall network performance.
Discussion&ResearchChallenges:Although theML and

specifically the FL has the potential to improve the overall
network performance, we believe its integration in the net-
working and specifically in NDN is not straightforward and
yield many research challenges. For example, what if the
model shared by any node is lost due to hostile networking
conditions such as network congestion or unstable wireless
channel condition. In this case, the averaged model by the RV
will not be as accurate as it could be otherwise. Moreover,
as NDN follows a name-based communication model, it is
of utmost importance to design an efficient naming scheme
that can be utilized in accessing or sharing the models in the
network in addition to the content. Finally, the novel design
of caching schemes is another challenging task, as model
sharing is somewhat different from content sharing in the
network, and thus its caching placement and replacement
strategies should also be different from the content placement
and replacement strategies.

B. IN-NETWORK COMPUTATIONS AND THE ROLE OF
MOBILE NODES
In-network computation enables the intermediate nodes,
on the path from end-user to cloud node, to perform com-
putations, in order to improve the latency requirements and
simultaneously reduce the workload on the cloud node. In the
following subsection, we discuss some of the in-network
computation-based techniques and presented the research
challenges associated with their integration with NDN.

1) EDGE COMPUTING
Edge computing (EC) is a new paradigm that brings the
computational and storage resources close to the end-user
devices, aiming to reduce the backhaul network traffic,
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average latency, and overall bandwidth consumption [118],
[119], [120]. The benefits of edge computing can be viewed
from two different angles i.e., from the cloud perspective
and the end devices perspective. However, both of these
perspectives serve the common networking goals described
as follows. From the cloud perspective, the goal of the EC
is to reduce the workload on a single centralized cloud node
by filtering out the unnecessary content at the network edge.
In so doing, the cloud node only receives the optimized and
valuable data for further analysis and storage. On the other
hand, from the end device perspective, since the computations
and storage resources are now in close proximity—ideally,
at one hop distance, the overall communication delay is at
the order of less magnitude comparing to the traditional
cloud-only solutions. Such communication delay improve-
ment enables the end-devices, specifically the mobile nodes
to complete the required task within the deadline time.
Example Scenarios: To realize the aforementioned advan-

tage of EC, let us consider an example, in which a mobile user
is connected with the wireless access point (WAP) in AS1 and
moving towards another WAP in AS2. Since the end device
is mobile, its connection time with WAP1 is limited and may
break any time soon. In this case, if the user requests the
computations from the cloud node, the chances are when the
response will arrive the user will be no longer connected with
AS1 WAP. In contrast, if the AS1 is equipped with its own
EC node, the communication latency will be reduced and the
response will be delivered to the mobile user in a relatively
very short span of time.

Another example in the context of mobile nodes and edge
computing could be the vehicles connected with RSUs. Since
the vehicle speed is usually high, the connection time of a
vehicle with RSU is small, thus decreasing the chances to
get the requested computations results from the cloud node
within the connection time. On the contrary, if each RSU
is equipped with a powerful computing node, enables it to
perform the computations locally and immediately respond
to the requesting vehicle which ultimately receives the result
within connection time.

Although edge computing improves the overall perfor-
mance of mobile networks, it brings extra benefits when
utilizes the NDN as an underlying communication model
rather than in-efficient address-based communication proto-
cols. With the NDN as an underlying communication model,
the RSU in the above example scenario, can aggregate the
same computation requests from different vehicles and for-
wards a single request to the EC node (application). This
mechanism further improves the performance of the network
by reducing the load on the EC node. Moreover, if the RSU
equipped with EC, has to offload the computation request
due to excessive load, it can partition the compute request
and utilize the NDN multihoming feature to forward the par-
titioned request on multiple available interfaces for parallel
computations execution, which in turn further improves the
computation efficiency.

2) VEHICULAR FOG COMPUTING
Vehicular Fog Computing (VFC), which is another type of
in-network computing, enables the static as well as mobile
nodes to form a cluster of vehicles—acting as computation
nodes, to meet the increasing demand for computations from
vehicular applications [121]. To this end, parked vehicles and
moving vehicles are equipped with embedded computers act-
ing as compute infrastructure and perform the computations
offloaded by the nearby vehicles. In terms of computations,
the vehicular fog nodes (VFN) are usually responsible for
the local processing of data generated by the in-car sensors
and offloaded data by the nearby vehicles that cannot per-
form computations due to excessive workload. To perform
computations, monolithic services, as well as microservices,
can be deployed on the VFN by employing container-based
technologies and in the form of virtual machines [122]. Such
deployment strategies enable the VFN to do live migrations
and/or downloading the services either from the VFN or from
remote cloud nodes.
Example Scenarios: To envision the potential benefits of

VFC, let us consider a smart transportation system as a use-
case scenario. Today’s era smart transportation systems are
usually equipped with roadside edge nodes—often termed
as a vehicular edge—providing computational and storage
resources in the close proximity of end-user consumer vehi-
cles. The vehicular edges, no doubt, are improving the per-
formance of the vehicular networks by decreasing the overall
response delays, nevertheless, face excessive workload issues
specifically in congested urban traffic scenarios. As a result,
vehicular edges yet again are forced to offload the compu-
tation to the cloud nodes located far away from end-user
consumer vehicles. This phenomenon in turn increases the
overall response delays and decreases the vehicular network
performance. The VFC in this case appears as a potential
savior solution. Since the resource-rich parked vehicles can
be found in urban areas such as on the roadside parking
lots, they may form a cluster (fog) and communicate with
vehicular edge terminals through a dedicated gateway node,
alleviating the computation burden on the vehicular edge and
providing computation in relatively close proximity compar-
ing to the cloud node. VFC when combining with vehicular
edge and utilizing NDN as an underlying communication
protocol can further improve the network performance by
aggregating multiple requests of the same computations at
gateway nodes.
Discussion and Research Challenges:
While NDN and EC intuitively improve the overall perfor-

mance of the network equipped with mobile nodes, further
research efforts are required to practically implement and val-
idate the intuitive solutions. For instance, it can be seen from
our discussion in Section V-B1 that the offloaded compute
request can be partitioned into multiple requests for parallel
transmission and execution, but what if some communication
paths are vulnerable and packets may be dropped due to con-
gestion. In this case, the edge node may not be able to receive
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some of the computed results which ultimately require either
local computation (if resources are available) or retransmis-
sion on different interfaces, both increasing the overall delay.
Therefore, how to cope with the aforementioned parallel exe-
cution and efficient offloaded communication path selection
are important research issues to address. To ensure reliable
computation results delivery, more information is required in
terms of NDN, e.g., optimal compute interface selection and
resource monitoring of offloaded compute nodes.

In VFC on the other hand, unlike parked vehicles, the
communication and computation workload in moving VFC
varies due to the spatiotemporal variation of traffic on the
road. This poses significant challenges to the development of
efficient compute-based communication protocols that effec-
tively handle the frequent offloading of the running compu-
tations on vehicles that are moving out of the communication
range due to varying speeds. Since modern vehicles are usu-
ally equipped with GPS, the vehicle’s movement pattern can
be predicted to some extent and offloading can be presched-
uled to avoid delays [122]. In terms of underlying communi-
cation architecture, although NDN is actively being explored
for the in-network computations and offloading mechanisms,
the NDN research in moving VFC is still in its infancy and
require a lot more attention from both academia and industry.
The manifold issues that NDN may face in VFC include
1) the named based protocol design to migrate the running
containerized instance of computations, 2) namespace design
for microservices access management mechanism, 3) name-
based optimal compute vehicle selection in moving VFC,
and 4) protocol design for proactive or reactive resource
monitoring mechanism, to name a few. These challenges
require further research effort from the research community
to practically adopt the NDN-based VFC in smart cities.

C. SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING
SDN decouples Data plane functionalities from the control
plane, aiming to ease the management and programmability
of network resources. NDN on the other hand as we know
aims to replace the traditional IP-based Internet architecture
with a content-based approach, the integration of these two
futuristic architectures re beneficial for mobile wireless net-
works and has the potential to resolve various mobility issues
in the network. In SDN, a logically centralized controller
monitors the network in terms of nodes’ mobility and route
changes and provides extremely flexible network manage-
ment and resource allocation techniques [123]. The SDN con-
troller exhibits similarities with the anchor node or RV in the
network, however, it offers better network performance and
reduced overhead. In SDN, the routing path states (control
packet) and the information related to mobility events [94]
are typically sent proactively and periodically to avoid any
issue that may occur due to controller ignorance of recent path
updates and mobility. The SDN controller on receiving the
routing path and mobility events information —recognized
by the packet type, checks for path changes that may occur

owing to changes in mobile nodes’ location. If the routing
paths need to be changed due to the mobility of the nodes,
the controller constructs the new flow rules, which in the
NDN case would be the FIB update rules, and forward them
back to only those nodes where these rules are required to
be installed. The forwarding of these control packets may
follow the well-defined OpenFlow [124] protocol of SDN.
Unlike the proactive approach discussed before, in the reac-
tive approach, when a mobile node changes its location,
it contacts the SDN controller to notify its mobility informa-
tion. The SDN on receiving the notification packet updates
the FIB entries on the corresponding intermediate nodes by
following the similar procedure described previously in the
case of the proactive approach. The reactive approach reduces
the routing update overhead as in this approach the controller
is only contacted when the mobility event occurs in contrast
to periodic exchange of control packet in case of proactive
approach. In [55] as discussed earlier in the producer mobility
section, the authors proposed a similar scheme in which
an SDN controller—acting as a central entity, is accessed
by the mobile node before and after the handover process.
Moreover, SDN in collaboration with NDN may provide
efficient and secure routing. For instance, SDN controllers
can monitor network traffic and adjust the forwarding rules to
avoid congestion and ensure that data is delivered in a timely
manner. In addition to utilizing the SDN concept for routing
and forwarding, it can also be utilized to optimize the in-
network caching feature of NDN aiming to deal with mobility
management [125]. As in-network caching helps to reduce
the network latency in the case of producer handover, when a
mobile producer node changes its location, it can share its
cached content either with nearby nodes or with the SDN
controller. In both of these cases, the SDN controller has to be
informed about the cached content which in the former case is
of utmost importance. Since the SDN controller is well aware
of all the topological information of the network and now also
knows the cached content location, it can install the flow rules
on intermediate nodes to forward the Interest packet to the
appropriate cache node rather than the original producer.

1) MOBILITY-RELATED EXAMPLE SCENARIO
Location change is among one of the main problems in
mobile networks. The Interest packet forwarded by the con-
sumer reaches the potential provider by creating in-transit
PIT entries. While the Interest packet is in transit and the
potential provider may change the location resulting in packet
loss and wastage of resources. Moreover, if the consumer
changes its location, the data packet traversing the chain of
PIT entries may never reach the consumer’s new location
resulting in retransmissions and packet losses. Integrating
the NDN with SDN, the updated information dynamics such
as speed, location, and neighbours information due to the
changes in mobility patterns of the node are made available
to the controller. In so doing, the mobile consumer request or
mobile provider response can be forwarded to the designated
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node by consulting the updated route information from the
controller. The controller encompassing the global network
view and updated paths highly optimizes the frequent packet
losses, retransmissions, and packet losses.

2) GENERAL EXAMPLE SCENARIO
To further understand the importance of SDN and specifically
its synergy with NDN from the general perspective, let us
take an example of a large smart campus consisting of mul-
tiple buildings (such as departments) equipped with various
research laboratories, classrooms, offices and administrators
rooms, all consisting of multiple computing devices. More-
over, various—thousands in number— IoT sensors are also
installed in the smart campus for monitoring and controlling
purposes. Undoubtedly, in such a smart environment, the
devices running on different networking protocols can be
greatly leveraged from different promising features of SDN.
One obvious benefit of SDN could be the interoperability
among different networks i.e., the communication between
a network of administrative nodes and a network of sensor
devices. The SDN controller in this case can act as a gateway
node between these aforementioned networks running on
NDN and NDN-Lite protocols respectively, and translate the
Interest/Data packets format into the corresponding compat-
ible protocol format. Moreover, as the SDN controller or
gateway node when utilizing NDN/NDN-Lite [126] protocol
can intercept the content of the request (i.e., the ‘‘Name’’),
request aggregation can be achieved, decreasing the flow of
unnecessary packets in the network.
Discussion & Research Challenges: Although the integra-

tion of NDN and SDN further improves the network perfor-
mance, there are still open research challenges that if not
addressed efficiently may cause performance degradation.
At first, the open flow protocol of SDN needs a major rewrite
for NDN-based communication architecture. As the Open-
Flow operates on top of IP protocol, it cannot be directly
used in NDN. Therefore, rewriting a name-based OpenFlow
communication protocol, that enables the communication
between the named-based SDN controller and name-based
intermediate nodes, is the first major challenge that the NDN
research community may face, if they want to fully leverage
from the SDN benefits. Secondly, the proactive and reactive
forwarding of control packets has its own pros and cons.
In proactive control packet forwarding, a network may face
excessive overload resulting in network congestion whereas,
in reactive control packet forwarding, a network may face
delay in accessing the new path information. Therefore,
a further research effort aiming to devise an efficient and
adaptive named-based control packet exchange protocol is
required.

D. MOBILITY SUPPORT IN RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED
INTERNET OF THINGS
Among other issues in wireless networks, one of the major
research challenges in resource-contained IoTs such as WSN
is to support energy-efficient producer mobility. The WSN

nodes are usually equipped with a limited power battery
source [127], [128] and deployed in inaccessible areas to
monitor the environment. Based on the deployment strate-
gies and networking architecture, the WSN can be broadly
classified into three categories: 1) single-tier flat networking
architecture, 2) cluster-based networking architecture, and 3)
multi-tier networking architecture. In the following subsec-
tion, we first discuss the basic working principles of each
of these networking architectures, and then we provided the
discussion along with the research challenges.

1) SINGLE-TIER FLAT NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
In single-tier flat architecture, the network consists of vari-
ous resource-constrained homogeneous nodes equipped with
identical computational and storage resources, performing
similar types of tasks. In addition to sensor nodes, a powerful
sink node is deployed in the network to fetch the sensed
information from all nodes in the network. Sensor nodes, after
fetching the readings from the environment forward them to
the sink either via single-hop communication, if resides in
close proximity and the direct communication range, or via
multiple hops if the sensing node and sink node are far away
from each other. Based on the networking requirements and
complexity, the sink node can either be static and located
at the same position during the network lifetime or mobile
and changing the location to gather the data from the net-
work. In the former case, when all the sensor nodes forward
the sensed data towards the sink node, an energy hotspot
is created in the neighborhood of the sink node, depleting
all of the neighboring node’s energy due to frequent data
forwarding on behalf of other nodes. To overcome this issue
the mobile sink concept was introduced in which the sink
node changes the position in the network to avoid an energy
hotspot.
Example Scenario: The single-tier flat WSN architec-

ture use case could be a forest fire detection system. In a
forest fire detection system, various nodes are deployed—
either randomly or on a pre-defined path—in various regions
of the forest to monitor any fire abruption events. These
nodes monitor the forest and forward collected data towards
the sink node and eventually to the base station (reporting
center) by following either pull or push-based communica-
tion patterns. The NDN, if used as an underlying commu-
nication architecture in WSN, may bring various benefits.
At first, as WSN exhibits content-centric nature with the
main focus on sharing content in the network, the NDN that
treats content as a first-class citizen could be naturally fit
communication architecture for WSN. Second, since each
node is aware of the content passing through it, a large num-
ber of request packets can be aggregated which ultimately
decreases the flow of unnecessary packets in the network and
improve the overall energy consumption. Third, the address-
space limitation issue can be resolved —specifically in for-
est fire detection scenario where thousands of nodes are
required to be deployed—by using the lightweight naming
schemas.
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2) CLUSTER-BASED NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
As discussed before, the single-tier flat networking architec-
ture requires multiple hops to forward the sensed data from
sensor node to sink node and consumes a significant amount
of energy. Therefore, to cope with such limitation, a cluster-
based approach is also often used in WSNs, in which the
sensor nodes either based on geographical location or task
type organize themselves into various groups [128], [129],
[130]. Once the groups are formed, a head node called cluster
head (CH) is nominated which is responsible for tasks, such
as data aggregation, filtration, and finally forwarding toward
a sink node. In such an architecture, a child sensor node is
located at the one-hop distance from the CH and directly
forward the sensed information towards CH. In so doing,
a substantial amount of energy can be conserved in a cluster-
based networking architecture.
Example Scenario: To illustrate the use case scenario of

cluster-based WSNs, let us take an example of a battlefield
monitoring and surveillance system. The nodes in such a
system are responsible to perform functions such as sensitive
area monitoring, collaborative target tracking, performing
data analysis tasks, and communication. The deployment of
these nodes follows a cluster-based hierarchy in which mul-
tiple sensor nodes are combined in a specific geographical
location and the cluster-head is selected responsible for man-
aging all nodes under its administration. The child nodes in
each cluster can be heterogeneous in terms of their functions.
For example, a cluster may consist of the nodes responsible
for 1) movement tracking, 2) temperature monitoring, and/or
3) object recognition. The cluster-head node collects the
information from these child nodes and forwards it either to
the base station or to the other cluster head for further analy-
sis and monitoring purposes. Moreover, to further preserve
energy, the resource-rich cluster head node can utilize the
NDN caching feature along with optimal caching placement
and replacement to store high-priority popular content to
avoid frequent updates. Moreover, with the optimal caching
scheme, the cluster-head if changing the location owing to
a mobility event can share the stored content with the new
cluster head.

3) MULTI-TIER NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE
In multitier architecture, the network may comprise multiple
tiers in which each tier may contain both heterogeneous
and homogeneous nodes. Usually, the first tier consists of
scalar nodes responsible for the task such as motion detec-
tion, pressure sensing, and vibration sensing, among others.
The second layer consists of multimedia nodes responsible
for audio/video data acquisition, whereas this layer consists
of resource-rich nodes responsible for performing compute-
intensive tasks on data received from the bottom layers and
before forwarding to the sink nodes.
Example Scenario: The smart industry monitoring system

could be the potential use case of themulti-tierWSN architec-
ture. In such a system, the scalar nodes such as temperature,

pressure, and vibration sensor, among others, can be deployed
in tier 1, and multimedia mobile nodes such as robotic cam-
eras can be deployed in tier 2. The scalar nodes initially
monitor the machines and report either to the sink node or
base station in a normal fashion. However, if any abnormal
event such as a fault in the machine occurs, the scalar node
may contact the multimedia nodes to capture the video frame
and forward it towards the base station for better analysis of
the faulty machine. Since the above use case may require
different commands such as ‘‘turning on the camera’’, the
NDN could be the best fit to efficiently execute the required
commands on the appropriate node [127].
Discussion and Research Challenges: To aid better

understanding and provide an in-depth analysis, we divided
our discussion into the same hierarchy in which the types of
WSNs are presented above. Therefore, we start our discussion
with the research challenges in NDN based single tier WSNs.

As it is evident from the literature, the NDN has attracted
attention in the context of resource-constrained IoT and a few
research efforts have been devoted in this direction [131].
However, a comprehensive performance analysis of NDN
when utilizing the mobile sink nodes in the single-tier flat
networking architecture has yet to be explored. The follow-
ing are some of the research challenges that we believe,
require extensive attention from the NDN research commu-
nity. Among them, the first issue is populating the name-
based routing information on intermediate sensing nodes FIB.
As the sensing nodes are often equipped with limited storage
capacity, saving the name-based routing information may
utilize much of the storage capacity, leaving little storage for
other operations such as PIT entries storage, and CS Data
storage. The second question or the research challenge is
whether there is a need for the routing information base (RIB)
that is used to populate the FIB entries on the Internet either
through the NLSR protocol or via network administrators.
In our opinion, the use of RIB depends on the networking
resources, and if the resources are scarce then the FIB should
directly be populated through adaptive and novel routing pro-
tocol for WSNs. Moreover, we also believe that the structure
of FIB should be modified as in WSNs the nodes are usually
equipped with a single radio interface, enabling them to for-
ward the Interest/Data packet on the same physical interface.
Therefore, inWSN the FIB shouldn’t be storing the interfaces
but rather it should store the information of the neighboring
node that can participate in forwarding the Interest packet and
resides in the direction of the producer node.

The challenges presented above are related to the single-
tierWSN, whereas moving forward, we now shed light on the
challenges and possible research directions in cluster based
WSN. In cluster-based WSN and specifically the collabo-
rative targeting scenarios, the nodes from various clusters
collaborate with each other to detect the specific object.
Therefore, to this end, the participating CH shares the child
node’s information with each other and maintains a named-
based member information table that stores the node and data
name to access the information in the future [131]. In this
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case, if for any reason, the child node moves from one cluster
to another cluster, the old CH and other CHs participating in
the collaborative target tracking must have to be informed,
so that the new name of the sensor node can be used to
access the information. One approach to share this informa-
tion among other CHs is to utilize simple flooding-based
solutions. However, flooding-based approaches come at the
cost of excessive energy consumption. Therefore, to address
such limitation, a new named information sharing schemes
are of utmost importance in the domain of NDN and cluster-
based WSN.

Finally, the multi-tier NDN-basedWSNs have certain sim-
ilarities with both single-tier flat architecture and cluster-
based networking architecture, and therefore to some extent
share similar research challenges. For instance, if the nodes
move within the same tier, it faces challenges similar to
single-tier flat architecture whereas when moved between the
different tier, confronts with challenges that a node may face
in cluster-based networking architecture.

E. VEHICULAR NETWORKS AND THE RISE OF
AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
Autonomous Driving: The vision of self-driving autonomous
vehicles is becoming a reality with each passing day. A vast
amount of research is being conducted in both academia and
industry to improve the safety requirements for autonomous
vehicles. Among other research areas, efficient visual percep-
tion is critical for autonomous vehicles as autonomous vehi-
cles need to detect various objects in a road environment, such
as traffic signs, obstacles, and road markings. A complete
realization of autonomous vehicles not only require the real-
time acquisition of multimodal visual data using various in-
car sensors such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and
cameras but also need an efficient collaborative communica-
tion mechanism to share such useful visual information with
other autonomous or simple vehicles on the road as well as
with RSU. Collaborative communication among autonomous
vehicles and with the roadside edge units is a key enabler
technology that may lead to an overall improvement in the
flow of traffic and prevent fatal crashes [132], which may
occur otherwise. The following example scenario discusses
the real-life accident that occurred due to the absence of
collaborative communication.
Example Scenario: A real-life fatal crash occurred in

2016 when an autonomous car Tesla Model S running on
autopilot mode with moving a speed of 68 mph on the high-
way struck a trailer that pulled out from the private driveway
and intending to take the left turn. This unfortunate accident
costed a human life. Such fatal crashes bring forth various
core issues in the autonomous driving system. The first and
foremost issue is, taking the driving decision solely based on
the images captured by the autonomous vehicle itself. A sin-
gle autonomous vehicle, although identifying the objects on
the roads, cannot guarantee 100% reliability, especially in the
scenario when the object is not in the observing view of the

camera, as happened in the Tesla Model S crash. Therefore,
employing collaborative communication in these scenarios
may avoid fatal crashes. For example, if the Tesla Model
S car in the previous accidental example collaborated with
RSU and then RSU, in turn, collaborated with the truck on
completely another side of the road, the accident could have
been avoided [132].
Discussion & Research Challenges: From our previous

discussion, it can be envisioned that most of the communica-
tions in vehicular networks and specifically the autonomous
driving networks exhibit a content-centric approach. For
instance, an autonomous car is usually interested in fetching
the recent road conditions, no matter which node is providing
this information i.e. road-side fixed edge camera or mobile-
edge camera mounted on another vehicle. Thus, efforts have
been made to check the feasibility of employing ICN (and
favorably its particular implementation, NDN) as the under-
lying communication architecture for VANET [133], [134],
[135]. Different self-driving communication scenarios can
be modeled through ICN as a communication architecture
using the Interest-Data exchange model. In such an architec-
ture, autonomous vehicles can act as consumers, providers,
and/or data forwarders. At the same time, RSUs and core
network elements can serve as intermediate forwarders with
caching capabilities. The following are some of the potential
benefits of employing ICN in vehicular networks. Through
named data and routing by name, ICN matches the above-
described vehicular pattern and requirements, better than
the current address-based communication model such as
IEEE802.11p [136] and WAVE architecture [137]. Content
(both multimedia or scalar) discovery is simpler because ICN
does not need name-to-IP-address resolution and does not ask
for the producer to always be connected. In addition, ICN
simplifies content retrieval from multiple consumers (e.g.,
requesting the status in the form of images from the road-side
fixed camera in the collaborative communication manners)
by aggregating requests for the same-named content in the
PIT; it is sufficient to keep track of the Interest incoming inter-
faces for later Data delivery. In regard to mobility, as detailed
discussed in the previous sections, the IP-based host-centric
protocols work awkwardly in mobile environments. In both
the highway scenario, where autonomous vehicles move at
very high speeds and the urban scenario, with signal prop-
agation typically obstructed by buildings, the quality and
duration of communication links can be adversely affected.
In such topologies, classic IP networking operations, like
address assignment and path maintenance, become difficult
to achieve. Consequently, networking solutions alternative or
complementary to IP are also encouraged by standardization
bodies in the vehicular application/technology domain. With
ICN, the use of named data simplifies mobility support.
The anycasting and in-network caching properties of ICN
allow vehicles to retrieve content from the most convenient
(typically nearest to the consumer) producer/storage point.
This reduces data latency and network traffic. Moreover,
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a store-carry-and-forward mechanism can be supported by
ICN, through which a vehicle can serve as a link (‘‘data
mule’’) between disconnected areas and enable communica-
tions even under intermittent connectivity.

In addition to the discussion presented above, we would
also like to shed light on flooding-based data transmis-
sion schemes and their solutions in general VANETS.
As various flooding and broadcasting techniques are often
used—attributed to the fast-changing and dynamic nature
of vehicular typologies, to disseminate the messages among
vehicles, these techniques create broadcast storm prob-
lems and degrade the performance of the network in
terms of increased overhead, collision, and dissemination
delay. To cope with such issues, numerous broadcast storm
avoidance techniques have been proposed in the domain of
information centric VANETs [138]. These techniques often
consider either one or all of the following parameters in con-
junction: 1) Interest packet suppression, 2) Data packet sup-
pression, 3) Interest transmission limit, 4) Data transmission
limit, and 5) farthest forwarder selection, to reduce the broad-
cast storm in the network. In addition to the aforementioned
techniques, we believe that the inclusion of the following
two parameters: 1) the number of current contacts and 2)
the angle of transmission can further reduce the chances of
the broadcast storm. In the former approach, all the vehicles
first calculate the current number of contacts (neighboring
vehicles), and then only that vehicle will be selected as a
forwarder that has more neighboring nodes as compared
to others. In doing so, the chances of reaching a producer
node (in case of Interest packet transmission) or consumer
node (in case of Data packet transmission) will be increased.
This technique can further be integrated with the angle of
transmission technique, in which after calculating the current
number of contacts, the selected vehicle computes the angle
of transmission (dense area selection) with respect to its
current location coordinates. Once the angle is computed, the
Interest or Data packet will be forwarded within that specific
angle to further limit the number of potential forwarders and
to increase the chances of locating the consumer or producer
vehicle.

F. INTEGRATING SEMANTIC IN NDN
As discussed previously, the NDN communication philos-
ophy is mainly built on ‘‘content Names’’ rather than IP
addresses that effectively promote scalable and efficient
delivery of requested content. Apart from the intrinsic ben-
efits of named base communication, there may exist the
occurrence of false positives in the delivered data. Meaning
that the user may not get the actual content against the interest
packet. Semantic communication can effectively handle the
problem due to its ability to understand the meaning of the
data being transmitted, as opposed to simply transmitting and
receiving packets based on their names. Semantic communi-
cation may help NDN routers to make intelligent forwarding,
and mobility-related decisions and avoid the occurrence of

false positives. Incorporating Natural language processing in
NDN forwarding and mobility may help to enable semantic
communication.

1) GENERAL EXAMPLE SCENARIO
In order to understand the concept more clearly, consider the
following example: if a user requests a named data packet
containing the word ‘‘APPLE’’ the NDN router may never
identify whether the user is looking for APPLE fruit or
APPLE company’s information. By understanding the con-
text and meaning of the data being transmitted, NDN can
provide more intelligent content delivery and enable new
applications with effective content delivery by comprehend-
ing the context and meaning of the data being transferred.

2) MOBILITY-RELATED EXAMPLE SCENARIO AND RESEARCH
CHALLENGES
Semantic communication can also improve mobility manage-
ment in the mobile network. For instance, various mobility
management protocols utilize different packets to share the
mobility events with for instance network controllers or ren-
dezvous points. These information-sharing packets if utilise
semantic-less information may also result in false mobility
updates. For instance, if location information only contains
direction information without specifying the reference point
for the direction may lead to incorrect updates in routing
updates. To handle such scenarios and false updates, there is
a need for further research in this direction that focuses on
developing efficient mobility information protocols follow-
ing semantic information principles.

VI. CONCLUSION
ICN and specifically its realization; the NDN, is an emerging
research field that intends to resolve the issues faced by
the current IP-based internet architecture such as intermit-
tent connectivity, in-efficient routing, and network overhead
caused by consumer mobility, among others. However, in the
context of wireless nodes’ mobility and specifically the pro-
ducer mobility, since an efficient mobility solution was not
provided in the original design of NDN, a significant amount
of research was carried out in both academia and industry,
which eventually resulted in the form of research papers.
In this survey paper, therefore, we provided a comprehen-
sive survey of the producer, consumer, and hybrid mobility
schemes in NDN which is currently a growing concern to
practically adopt the NDN. The position of this paper is
manifold. At first, we provided a brief introduction to ICN
and shed light on how ICN mitigates the challenges of data
transmission in mobile networks. Second, we provided a
detailed survey covering the mobility management issues in
various ICN realizations and provided a quick reference for
both researchers and industry experts. Third, we described the
basic components of the NDN and its working mechanism.
Next, we comprehensively surveyed the various producer,
consumer, and hybrid mobility schemes proposed under the
umbrella of NDN aiming to efficiently address the mobility
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issues in the network. Here, we classified these research
efforts into various categories such as 1) tracing-based,
2) caching-based, 3) mapping-based, 4) broadcast control
based, 5) location-based, and 6) adaptive forwarding based
mobility management schemes. We critically discussed these
schemes considering the various factors including 1) deploy-
ment strategies i.e., random, or fixed, 2) network type for
instance pure wireless ad hoc or partial wireless networking
scenarios, 3) networking traffic rate, for example, light or
dense traffic generation rate, 4) mobility transparency i.e.,
the effect of mobile nodes movement in the network on end-
user QoS requirements and the 5) mobility patterns of the
nodes i.e., based on speed and direction, among others, and
presented both contributions as well as the limitations of
these schemes. Finally, several research challenges and future
directions considering the role of mobility are presented
in futuristic technologies such as artificial intelligence-
enabled smart networks, edge computing, software-defined
networking, vehicular-fog computing, autonomous driving,
and resource-constrained internet of things.
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